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ABSTRACT
Antibiotic contamination and the spread of antimicrobial resistant bacteria are global
environmental issues. Given the growing consumption of antibiotics, it is crucial to reduce their
presence in the environment. Adsorption is one of the most efficient methods for removing
contaminants from water and wastewater. For this process to be effective, it is of key importance
to identify adsorption mechanisms that allow an efficient and selective adsorbent to be chosen.
Carbon-based materials (including activated carbon, biochar and black carbon) are typically
used for the adsorptive removal of antibiotics. To enhance the efficiency of adsorption of
pharmaceuticals, engineered biochars (physically, chemically and biologically modified
biochar) and their composites have attracted increasing interests. Biochar-based sorbents can
be produced from various feedstocks, including waste products. The use of “green”, low cost
or sustainable biochar for contaminant sorption yields economic and environmental benefits.
Moreover, this is in line with global trends in creating a circular economy and sustainable
development. This paper collates the most recent data on the consumption of antibiotics, their
related environmental contamination, and their removal using biochar-based materials. Special
attention is paid to the newly emerging approaches of biochar modification and biochar
composites in relation to the antibiotic removal from water.
Keywords: clean water, sustainable development, designer biochar, composite materials,
circular economy
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1. INTRODUCTION
Without doubt, the penicillin discovery by Alexander Fleming in 1928 was not only the
beginning of a new era in medicine but also a milestone in the history of mankind [1].
Subsequent research conducted by Howard Florey and Ernest Chain led to the
commercialization of penicillin in 1945 [2]. This contributed to the intensive development of
work on antibiotics, including their commercial application, during the period 1940–1970; this
period was termed the “Golden Age” of antibiotic discovery [1–3]. Many lives were saved as a
result of the use of this new group of drugs. However, with the wide dissemination of
antibiotics, problems associated with their excessive use appeared. Penicillin was replaced with
methicillin by 1959, and with ampicillin in 1961, due to the appearance of penicillin-resistant
bacterial strains [1]. The phenomenon of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) in bacteria has forced
the development of ever newer medicinal products; moreover, it also contributed to a
continuous increase in the number and cost of antibiotics consumed. AMR is a serious problem,
posing a threat to global health. Indeed, many organizations, including the WHO, have set
themselves an overriding goal of combating this phenomenon. AMR is associated with the
increased use of antibiotics and the associated contamination of the natural environment, which
is another serious problem.
Population increases and the related increased demand for food have caused changes in
antibiotic use trends. In recent decades (since 1950s) use of such medications on a massive
scale in livestock and poultry production as well as in aquaculture has been started [4]. These
have been used not as medicinal agents but predominantly as growth promoters and disease
prevention additives [5]. In many countries (USA, Canada, Mexico, Israel), antibiotics are also
used to grow and protect crops in order to increase yields [6]. Currently, much greater amounts
of antibiotics are used to produce food of animal origin (approx. 70% global antibiotic
consumption) versus human medicines (approx. 30% global antibiotic consumption) [7]. In
4

2010, global antibiotic production was 100,000 tons, of which 63,200 tons were drugs for farm
animals [5]. By 2030, the usage of veterinary medicines is projected to rise to 105,600 tons per
year [5]. These increases in antibiotic consumption are reflected in growing environmental
contamination. This is linked to the fact that 30 to 90% of a drug taken by an organism is
excreted, not having been metabolized [8]. Presently, many antibiotics are classified as
emerging contaminants (ECs) or contaminants of emerging concern [9]. ECs are naturally
occurring compounds or anthropogenically introduced compounds whose presence in the
environment may pose a threat to flora and fauna, including humans [10,11]. Globally, residues
of antibiotics belonging to various classes, characterized by different properties,
biodegradability, or toxicity, are detected not only in wastewater [12,13], liquid manure [14],
surface waters [15,16], groundwater [9], soil [8,17], and plants [18,19], but also in drinking
water [20,21] and food [22,23]. Many of these compounds are characterized by significant
persistence and the ability to accumulate in soil and other solid matrices. Exposure of humans
and other organisms to contact with antibiotics may affect their own microbiome, disturbing
the microbiological balance of entire ecosystems, impairing resistance, and contributing to the
development of antibiotic resistant bacteria (ARB) [15,24]. Therefore, it is essential to not only
monitor and limit the use of antibiotics but also to effectively remove them from various
environmental matrices, in particular water and soil.
Various methods have been used for the removal of organic contaminants from
environmental matrices. These are typically classified as (i) destructive methods (biological
approaches via microbial degradation, and chemical approaches via the processes of oxidation
and precipitation, chlorination, ozonation and photocatalysis), and (ii) non-destructive physical
methods including filtration, coagulation/flocculation, sedimentation, ion exchange, membrane
processes, and adsorption [25,26]. Among the above-mentioned methods, adsorption is
particularly common, especially in the context of antibiotics removal from the environment
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[13], as confirmed by the huge number of scientific publications in the SCOPUS database on
"Antibiotic + Adsorption" (≈4170 during last 20 years). The process of adsorption occurs at the
interface of the liquid and solid (adsorbent) phases. The liquid phase (excretions, e.g., urine,
wastewater) is usually the primary source of antibiotic pollution in the environment [26]. It is
only due to their further cycling that antibiotics are transferred to solid matrices, e.g., soil,
sediment, plants. As a process, adsorption is relatively cheap, simple, and efficient; therefore,
it is possible to use it on a large scale in wastewater treatment plants [27–30].
Many types of adsorbents are currently available. These are classified as organic materials
(e.g., polymers) and inorganic materials (e.g., silica, clay minerals), which can be of natural
(e.g., zeolites, clay minerals) or synthetic (e.g., activated carbon, carbon nanotubes, graphene
and graphene oxide, polymer resins, mesoporous silicas) origin [31–34]. It is extremely
important to choose an appropriate adsorbent for removing contaminants from water. When an
adsorbent’s physicochemical properties, i.e., sorption parameters (specific surface area (SBET),
pore size), chemical structure, functional groups are known, it can be matched to the
contaminant type so that adsorption is as selective and effective as possible [35]. From a
practical view point, it is also important for an adsorbent to be sustainable. Activated carbons
(ACs) have shown effectiveness in removing inorganic and organic contaminant [36–38].
However, taking the economic factors into account coupled with wide modification
possibilities, biochar (BC) based adsorbents have gained importance in recent years [39–43].
The number of scientific papers on "Biochar + Antibiotic" in the SCOPUS database witnessed
a remarkable jump from only one in 2011 to ≈95 in 2019. Biochar (BC) is a carbon-rich product
obtained by heating biomass in presence of little or no air at a relatively low temperature (< 700
° C) [44]. BCs can be produced from various types of organic feedstocks, including wastes,
e.g., waste biomass, municipal waste, agricultural and livestock waste, food production residues
[45,46]. Moreover, BCs are much cheaper than ACs, which further enhances their
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attractiveness. For example, the price of BCs ranges from $350 to $1,200 per ton, whereas the
price of ACs ranges from $1,100 to $1,700 per ton [47].
Owing to their appropriate physicochemical properties and thus adsorption properties,
which can be additionally improved through various physical and chemical modifications
[48,49], BCs have been applied to the adsorption of many contaminants [41,45,50,51]. New
literature reports continuously appearing regarding the use of BCs of different origins, including
engineered BCs (i.e., modified BCs and BC composites) for the adsorption of antibiotics
[32,52–55]. This is evidence of the relevance of the production and application of new lowcost, but at the same time “green,” adsorbents in the context of environmental pollution by this
group of pharmaceuticals.
This paper is a critical review of the most recent literature data regarding the consumption
of antibiotics and their associated environmental contamination. It also addresses the use of
various BC-based materials (pristine BCs, modified BCs, and BC composites) for the
adsorption and removal of this type of contaminant, with special reference to the mechanisms
responsible for their adsorption.

2. ANTIBIOTICS
2.1. GENERAL INFORMATION, DEFINITIONS, AND CLASSIFICATIONS
In 1941, Selman Waksman was the first to use the word antibiotic (antibiosis from Greek;
anti–against, bios–life) to denote those substances produced by microorganisms that inhibit
reproduction or kill other microorganisms [56]. Presently, antibiotics are primarily produced
synthetically or semi-synthetically and may have a bactericidal effect (i.e., killing bacteria) or
a bacteriostatic effect (i.e., inhibiting bacterial growth) [57]. Moreover, apart from their
antibacterial activity, they are also used in the treatment of fungal infections and also as
cytostatics in the treatment of cancers. In human and animal medicine, about 250 antibiotics
7

(antibiotic entities) are available and they can be grouped according to different criteria [32].
The most popular division is based on their chemical structure and includes many types of
compounds with different structural complexities, i.e., from simple compounds (sulfonamides)
to multiple-ring compounds (glycopeptides). Therefore, classification of antibiotics is not easy.
Table 1 presents the most common classes of antibiotics, including basic information and
examples of medicinal substances [58]. Another division of antibiotics focuses on their
mechanism of action against bacteria. As such, we can distinguish five main types of antibiotics
based on their mode of action: inhibiting cell wall synthesis, causing the breakdown of cell
membrane structure or function, inhibiting DNA repair and replication, blocking key metabolic
pathways, and inhibiting protein synthesis in ribosomes [58,59].

Table 1. Classification of antibiotics according to chemical structure, including examples of
compounds (structure figures are taken from ChemSpider http://www.chemspider.com) and
mechanisms of action [5,13,15,57,60–62].

The data collated in Table 1 show the variation in antibiotics in terms of their structures,
properties, and spectrum of action. Owing to the issue of AMR, the most popular groups of
medicines are becoming less efficient in diseases treatment; therefore, it is important to classify
antibiotics in terms of their effectiveness and safety of use. According to estimates, 70% of
disease-causing bacteria are resistant to most antibiotics available on the market [63]. The
WHO’s ranking published for 2018 classifies the following as “Highest Priority Critically
Important Antimicrobials” used in human and veterinary medicines: quinolones, third and
higher generation cephalosporins, macrolides and ketolides, glycopeptides, and polymyxins
[64]. For this reason, in the near future it is expected to have an increase in (1) the antibiotic
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consumption belonging to these classes and (2) environmental contamination due to these
compounds.

2.2. ANTIBIOTICS CONSUMPTION
To effectively combat environmental pollution by antibiotics, the sources of antibiotic
contamination, together with their distribution pathways, need to be studied. It is equally
important to monitor and predict the quantities of antibiotics consumed.
2.2.1. HUMAN CONSUMPTION
In 2010, antibiotics used in human medicine accounted for less than one-third of global
output (about 27,000 tons) [65]. A 65% increase in the consumption of antibiotics used in
human medicine was recorded over the period 2000–2015, from 21.1 billion of defined daily
doses (DDDs, i.e., a single antibiotic capsule or injection of antibiotics) to 34.8 billion DDDs
[66]. In 2010, the USA, India, and China (in that order) had the highest consumption of
antibiotics [65]. In 2015, the USA dropped to third position, ranking behind India and China.
As regards the antibiotic consumption trend during the period 2000–2015, in the case of highincome countries (HICs), a 6% rise in consumption was recorded, whereas the antibiotic
consumption rate (expressed as DDDs per 1,000 inhabitants per day) declined by 4% [66]. This
is attributable to policies aimed at the responsible use of antibiotics and the resultant public
awareness of the problem of AMR. In the case of so-called low- and middle-income countries
(LMICs), a 114% increase in consumption was found. The antibiotic consumption rate rose by
77%, which is related to the economic development of these countries. During the period
studied (2000–2015), for the three largest consumers in LMICs, the increases in antibiotic
consumption were 103% in India, 79% in China, and 65% in Pakistan, whereas among the
consumption leaders in the group of HICs, i.e., the USA, France, and Italy, this increase was
relatively low [66]. Disturbing is the fact that these authors [66] predict that the global
9

consumption of antibiotics will increase by more than 200% (128 billion DDDs) by 2030, as
compared with 2015 (with the assumption that all countries will continue to increase their
antibiotic consumption rates in keeping with their annual growth rates).

2.2.2. ANIMAL CONSUMPTION
Animals are the main “consumer” of antibiotics, accounting for two-thirds of their
global usage. Within this group, antibiotics are predominantly used as growth promoters and
disease prevention agents in livestock production and aquaculture. It is estimated that from
1992 to 2018, the market value of veterinary drugs (including antibiotics) rose from $8.65
billion to $42.9 billion [67]. The role of antibiotics as animal growth promoters was noted in
the 1940’s. At that time, aureomycin was used as an additive to feeds for chickens, pigs, and
calves in order to increase their weight and accelerate their growth. In 1951, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration approved the use of veterinary antibiotics without prescription as additives
to animal feeds [68]. Subsequently, in the 1950’s and 1960’s, European countries such as
France, Germany, and the United Kingdom started to use antibiotics on a large scale in animal
husbandry. This caused the market share of antibiotics to rise to more than 40% [69]. In
European Union countries post-2013, in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 1831/2003 of the
European Parliament and of the Council on Additives for Use in Animal Nutrition, only
substances used for medicinal purposes and supplied on veterinary prescription can be added
to animal feeds [68]. Nonetheless, owing to the desire to increase food production, the use of
antibiotics in order to intensify the livestock growth rate is becoming common. This trend is
particularly found in developing countries. In 2010, the highest uses of antibiotics for livestock
production were found in China (23%), the USA (13%), Brazil (9%), India (3%), and Germany
(3%) [70]. According to estimates, by 2030, global consumption of antibiotics the animal sector
will increase by 67%. In BRICS countries (a group of developing countries comprising Brazil,
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Russia, India, China, and the Republic of South Africa), this rise is estimated to be 99% [5],
with the highest increases predicted for Vietnam (157%), Peru (160%), Nigeria (163%),
Indonesia (202%), and Myanmar (205%). In China alone, antibiotic consumption in livestock
production is forecast to reach about 35,000 tons in 2030, which will account for about 30% of
global antibiotic use [70]. The World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) estimated (for 91
countries) the amounts of antimicrobial agents used in livestock production in 2015. According
to these data, the global level of their use was 172 mg of antimicrobial agents/kg animal
biomass. There were significant differences in this quantity between the world’s regions: 297
mg/kg in Asia, the Far East, and Oceania, 100 mg/kg in the Americas, 79 mg/kg in Europe, and
46 mg/kg in Africa [71].
Apart from livestock, aquaculture, which supplies 8% of animal protein consumed,
plays an important role in building the antibiotic consumption data. The vast majority (90%) of
fish producers are now located in Asia; the largest producers are China (61%), Indonesia (16%),
and India (6%) [72]. In the European Union (EU), Norway, and the USA, the use of antibiotics
in fish farming has been prohibited or limited, and is subject to strict controls based on relevant
regulatory legislation [72]. However, in other countries, particularly in south-eastern Asia, such
use is common. Unfortunately, there are no specific data regarding antibiotic usage in
aquaculture in this region of the world, which may be due to the absence of appropriate legal
regulations or non-compliance with existing regulations and international agreements [69].
There are reports concerning antibiotic residues in waters and aquatic organisms. In the case of
China, 20 different antibiotics, including 12 prohibited for use in aquaculture, were detected in
aquatic products (fish, mollusks, and crustaceans ) over the period 2008–2018 [72,73]. These
compounds pose a special hazard since they can accumulate in fish and be consumed in
successive links to the human food chain. Moreover, as much as 70–80% of an applied drug
dose is excreted into water, thus affecting the entire ecosystem [7].
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2.2.3. ANTIBIOTIC USE IN PLANT AGRICULTURE
Chemical antibiotic compounds are also used as plant protection products, albeit on a much
smaller scale than in the groups described above. Only a few types of antibiotics are used in
plant protection, and they account for about 0.4% of global production [7]. They are usually
applied to crops in which diseases cause high economic losses, i.e., fruit and citrus orchards.
Since 2016, EU countries and Switzerland have prohibited the use of antibiotics in plant crops.
Nonetheless, such practices are allowed in other countries. For example, streptomycin (in the
USA, Canada, Israel, Mexico, and New Zealand) and oxytetracycline (in the USA) are
commonly used to control bacterial diseases (fire blight and bacterial spot) in growing apples,
pears, peaches, and others. In 2019, extensive spraying with both of these compounds was
allowed in citrus groves in California and Florida in an attempt to fight a disease called citrus
greening [74]. It is estimated that 18–19.8 tons of streptomycin and 12.5–14 tons of
oxytetracycline were used in the USA in 2015 [6,75]. In Latin America, oxytetracycline and
gentamycin are used not only for fruit tree protection but also in rice crops and vegetable crops
(e.g., garlic, onion, potato, tomato, and tobacco). However, there are no specific data regarding
the usage of these compounds in agriculture. In Israel, oxolinic acid is used to protect peach
trees against fire blight, whereas in Japan it is applied in rice crops [75]. In the case of popular
antibiotics, e.g., streptomycin, bacterial strains resistant to their action have appeared [76]. In
addition, the spraying of antibiotics used in human and veterinary medicine may result in the
development of resistance genes in soil microorganisms that can be transferred to human
pathogens. Antifungal chemicals belonging to the azoles group (e.g., triazoles, imidazoles) are
commonly used in plant protection, and although these are not identical to those compounds
used in human medicine, their high chemical similarity to medical azoles carries the risk of the
cross-resistance of human pathogens [75].
12

2.3. SOURCE AND DISTRIBUTION OF ANTIBIOTICS IN ENVIRONMENT
Antibiotics enter the environment as a result of a diverse range of human activities. To
identify the potential risks to humans associated with the antibiotic presence in the environment,
it is necessary to accurately determine sources and pathways of contamination as well as to
establish their mutual correlations (Fig. 1). The main consumers of antibiotics are animals and
humans; as such, these are the primary sources of environmental pollution by antibiotics. After
being administered, an antibiotic is metabolized in the body and its residue is excreted, mainly
in feces (up to 75%) and/or urine (up to 90%) [5]. These pollutants are further transported with
sewage to wastewater treatment plants where they can accumulate in sewage sludge that may
be used as a soil amendment. As a consequence of pipeline failures, such pollutants can also
directly enter the soil as well as surface and ground waters. Industrial plants manufacturing
pharmaceuticals can also become a source of antibiotics in the environment. In 2008, in
Hyderabad (India), water was analyzed from nearby lakes, wells, and a treatment plant
processing the wastewater from 100 antibiotic manufacturing plants operating in the vicinity.
High levels of antibiotics were found in all samples examined. In one lake, the concentrations
of ciprofloxacin and cetirizin were even higher than their recommended therapeutic doses [5].
The use of manures as plant nutrient sources is the main pathway for the distribution of
veterinary antibiotic residues. Antibiotics in manure-applied soils can further enter waters and
plants [8,77]. Tetracyclines are the most frequently detected antibiotics in manures [78]. It is
estimated that on average, the tetracycline (TC) concentration in manures exceeds 100 mg/kg,
and in extreme cases can reach up to 764 mg/kg [24]. Sulfonamides are the second most popular
class of antibiotics present in manures. Sulfonamide concentrations determined in manures
range from 20 mg/kg for sulfadimidine to 91 mg/kg for sulfadiazine [79]. However, the
concentrations of antibiotics in manures can be lowered via appropriate methods. According to
laboratory studies, more than 99% of nine veterinary antibiotics was removed from manures
13

during composting over a period of 40 days [77]. The effectiveness of antibiotic degradation
strictly depends on the composting conditions such as temperature, humidity or amount of
oxygen [80].
Animal sources of antibiotic contaminants also include those used in aquaculture.
Compounds used in fish farming are excreted into the water, and can further accumulate in the
bottom sediments as well as in plants and aquatic organisms [7]. As such, a certain portion can
be transported to larger water bodies (seas and oceans). In sea water, the most frequently
detected antibiotic compounds include sulfonamides (1.42–71.32 µg/L) and TCs (2.11–9.23
ng/L) [81]. It has been shown that sulfonamide drugs are toxic to algae, impair chloroplast
activity, and disturb the photosynthesis process, thus affecting the balance of aquatic
ecosystems [82].
Plant protection activities are another potential pathway for environmental
contamination by antibiotics. During spraying operations, chemical compounds can directly
enter soils and surface waters, or they can become washed off from plant surfaces during
precipitation events. Having contaminated soil and water, antibiotics further circulate, and are
absorbed by plants and animals, which are links in the human food chain. Antibiotic residues
have been detected in food products such as fruit [24], vegetables [83,84], meat [22,85], fish
and seafood [86,87], milk [88], eggs [89], and even in drinking water [20,90]. As such, humans
have become “secondary consumers” of antibiotics via consumption of contaminated foods.
It should be stressed that antibiotic concentrations in the environment vary significantly,
ranging from ng/kg or ng/L levels in the case of food products and drinking water to mg/kg for
manures and soils [91]. This is largely determined by the type of matrix in which a contaminant
is present. As a result of adsorption and interactions with solid particles, the concentrations of
antibiotics are higher in soils and bottom sediments than in water. Antibiotics introduced into
the environment are characterized by varying levels of persistence, which depends on their and
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matrix physicochemical properties (chemical structure, solubility, sorption ability, etc.), and on
ambient conditions (pH, humidity, temperature, etc.) [79,81,92]. A lower temperature and the
absence of light result in an extension of the half-life of antibiotic compounds. For example,
the measured half-life of oxytetracycline in marine sediments was more than 300 days, whereas
in seawater it was 16 days [93]. It was shown that the content of antibiotic residues in
environmental samples (water, sediment and soil) is seasonal, in the autumn the amounts of
tested drugs were higher than in the summer. This was due to higher temperatures causing
degradation of the drug and frequent rainfall which increases the dilution during the summer
[92]. As a result of bioaccumulation, most antibiotic contaminants (particularly antibiotics
belonging to the tetracyclines and fluoroquinolones groups) are characterized by high
persistence, i.e., they do not biodegrade for several months or even years [94,95]. In a certain
contaminated region of Mexico, for instance, sequestered forms of sulfamethoxazole and
ciprofloxacin were observed in the soil for 20 years as a result of their accumulation [95].
Although the description of the sources and distribution of antibiotic residues in the
natural environment has been simplified here, it demonstrates that antibiotic pollution affects
not only inanimate elements (mainly soils and surface/groundwater) but also living organisms.
The presence of antibiotics in the environment has an impact on all organisms present in an
ecosystem. The greatest danger arising from such pollution relates to the spread of ARB and
the disruption of the natural microbiome of living organisms [96]. It is therefore important to
monitor and remove antibiotic residues from the natural environment.
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Fig. 1. Sources and distribution of antibiotics in the environment based on reviewed literature
[24,94,97].
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3. BIOCHAR-BASED MATERIALS FOR ANTIBIOTICS REMOVAL
FROM WATER
Growing interest in BCs has been observed for more than 20 years [98]. Research on BCs
is multidisciplinary, and primarily focuses on the production of such materials and their
practical applications. In recent years, attention has also been drawn to risks arising from their
introduction into the natural environment [99,100]. An undoubted advantage of BCs is the
possibility of using them across the life and science fields. The main areas of BC application
include improvement of soil properties, waste management, climate change mitigation, and
energy production [44,101]. However, continued reports on new applications of BCs, for
instance in the production of supercapacitors, electrodes [102–104], animal husbandry [105],
and construction materials [106] are common. Sustainable BC materials, which are sometimes
termed “green” owing to their ubiquitous origin and low-cost [40,107], are largely used for the
adsorption, immobilization, and removal of environmental contaminants; as such, they are
replacing ACs [41,45,98,108]. Owing to their porous structure, significant SBET, presence of
functional groups, and wide modification possibilities, BCs are used for the removal of
compounds of different origins, i.e., inorganic (e.g., phosphate and nitrate anions, heavy metal
cations) and organic (e.g., dyes; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs); volatile organic
compounds (VOCs); pesticides; and drugs belonging to various classes, including antibiotics)
[109]. With the increasing consumption of antibiotics, the issue of environmental contamination
is growing. This produces the need to seek new methods and effective adsorbents for efficiently
removing such compounds from environmental matrices. In many studies, carbon adsorbents,
chiefly ACs, have exhibited the highest efficiency in removing antibiotics (> 90%) [26]. From
an economic point of view, replacing ACs with BCs appears to offer advantages in that BCs
are cheaper than ACs but offer similar physiochemical properties. As a result, a significant
interest in BC-based adsorbents has been observed in recent years in the context of antibiotic
17

contaminants removal. This trend is shown in Fig. 2, which presents the number of papers
published during the period 2010–2019 that contain the keywords “antibiotics and biochar,”
“antibiotics, biochar, and sorption” and “antibiotics, biochar and catalytic degradation”.

Fig. 2. Number of publications containing the keywords: “antibiotics and biochar” or
“antibiotics, biochar and sorption” or “antibiotics, biochar and catalytic degradation” in indexed
journals published between 2010 and 2019. The data are based on the search results from Web
of Science (11.05.2020).

3.1. ADSORPTION ON BIOCHARS
In simple terms, the process of adsorption on a porous solid such as BC can be divided into
four stages: (1) transport of adsorbate molecules from the solution to the BC; (2) diffusion of
the adsorbate through the liquid film surrounding the BC molecule; (3) diffusion of the liquid
in the pores, i.e., transport of adsorbate molecules from the surface of BC particles along the
solid pore surface to active sites; and (4) adsorption as a result of adsorbate-BC interactions
[26,52].
18

The adsorption mechanism depends on the adsorbent–adsorbate interaction. Various
interactions are involved in the adsorption of antibiotics onto BC (schematically shown in Fig.
3). Among them, the following are distinguished: electrostatic interactions; hydrophobic
interactions; π interactions, mainly π-π EDA (electron–donor–acceptor) interactions; and dipole
interactions, i.e., hydrogen bonding (dipole–dipole interactions, dipole-induced dipole
interactions, charge-dipole interactions, and fluctuating dipoles) [110][110]. The process of
surface complexation or pore filling with the adsorbate may also occur [32,109]. Obviously,
not all of the above-mentioned interactions take place in every antibiotic–BC system because
this is determined by the chemical structures of the adsorbate and adsorbent as well as the
adsorption/desorption conditions.
The mechanism and capacity of adsorption are influenced by many factors, among which
the following can be highlighted as the most important ones: physicochemical properties of the
adsorbent (pore structure, SBET, presence of functional groups); type and nature of the adsorbate
(pKa, presence of functional groups, polarity, solubility, molecule size, etc.); related affinity of
the adsorbate for the adsorbent; and process conditions (solution pH and ionic strength,
temperature, presence of other substances, etc.) [111,112]. In theory, an optimal selection of
system components (adsorbent and adsorbate) and adsorption conditions allows this process to
be carried out with the best possible efficiency. However, in the case of antibiotics removal
from the environment (water, wastewater), it is often difficult to control the type of
contaminants occurring in a matrix (adsorbate) and/or the adsorption parameters (pH, ionic
strength, temperature, etc.). Therefore, it is of key importance to select an adsorbent that is
highly selective to the targeted antibiotics. An increasing interest in new BCs, so-called
engineered BCs (modified/functionalized and composites), has therefore been observed for
some time.
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Fig. 3. Simplified scheme of mechanisms involved in sorption of tetracycline (serving as a
model antibiotic molecule) on a biochar particle [45,52,113–116].

3.2.

BIOCHAR-BASED ADSORBENTS OF ANTIBIOTICS

In the case of BC adsorbents, there are many ways to manipulate their properties so that
they exhibit the best possible parameters for adsorption. Depending on the procedure and
“advancement” of the synthesis and modification methods, the derived materials can be
conventionally divided into pristine BCs and engineered BCs. The latter could be separated as
modified BCs and BC composites (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Types of biochar-based antibiotics adsorbents.

3.2.1. PRISTINE BCs
Pristine BCs are produced via biomass slow pyrolysis at a temperature of up to 700 °C with
or no oxygen (≤ 2%) [32,44,117]. In relation to antibiotics adsorption, the characteristics of the
BC produced, in particular its sorption parameters (SBET, pore diameter and volume) as well as
its aromaticity (H/C molar ratio), hydrophilicity, and density of surface oxygen functional
groups (often expressed as O/C, (O+N)/C molar ratio) or ash content, all play an essential role
[109]. The properties of the BC obtained depend on the feedstock and pyrolysis process
conditions (temperature, heating rate, carrier gas type, and pyrolysis time) [118–120], as shown
in Fig. 5. To date, many studies have been conducted on the adsorption of antibiotics onto BCs
produced under varying conditions and from different feedstocks (Table 2).
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Fig. 5. Simplified illustration showing the effects of pyrolysis conditions and feedstock type on
properties of pristine biochar.

3.2.1.1.

EFFECT OF PYROLYSIS CONDITIONS

Appropriate selection of pyrolysis conditions like: temperature and time pyrolysis,
heating rate and carrier gas, allows to the adjustment of the yield and properties of BCs [119].
Slow pyrolysis characterized by heating rate (<10 °C /min) provides to receive biochar as main
product (over 30% yield) [41]. As opposed to fast pyrolysis where the heating rate is very fast
(>10 °C /s) favors the production of bio-oil (over 50% yield) [121]. Besides improving
efficiency (in case of slow pyrolysis), higher heating rate affects the properties of BCs. It can
decrease the porosity and surface area by destruction of the cell structure [121]. The increase
of residence time at the same temperature impacts the efficiency of the carbonization process
decreases the yield and enlarges porosity [119,121,122]. However, some reports prolonged the
residence time can decrease biochar surface area and caused destruction and defects in biochar
structure [123]. Undoubtedly a key parameter affecting BC properties is pyrolysis temperature
[124–127]. A higher process temperature results in a higher degree of BC carbonization
(increase carbon content, decrease oxygen and hydrogen content), which is conducive to the
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development of SBET and increased pore volume (Vp). BCs produced at a higher temperature
are usually characterized by higher hydrophobicity, aromaticity, pH values, as well as lower
polarity [127,128]. Research reveals [129–132] that increasing pyrolysis temperature promotes
the higher adsorption capacity of BCs toward various antibiotics.
Regardless of the feedstock used, the adsorption of tetracycline (TC) was more effective
onto BCs produced at higher temperatures, as compared with analogous materials obtained at
lower temperatures. This trend was reported for BCs derived from rice straw [129] (an increase
from 300 °C to 700 °C enhanced TC adsorption by 250%), waste Auricularia auricula dregs
(an increase from 300 °C to 700 °C enhanced TC adsorption by 65%) [130], pinewood (an
increase from 600 °C to 800 °C enhanced TC adsorption by 56%) [133], or swine manure (an
increase from 400 °C to 600 °C enhanced TC adsorption by 25%) [132]. This was associated
with an increase in the porosity parameters (SBET, Vp) of the BC as a result of pyrolysis at higher
temperature and with the TC adsorption mechanism onto the BC. The ring structure of the drug
molecule (structures given in Table 1) promotes π-π EDA interactions, which are predominantly
responsible for TC adsorption onto BC [132]. With increasing synthesis temperature, BC
increases the degree of graphitization on its surface, the number of arene rings participating in
the binding of π-π EDA to the TC molecule, and hence the dominant proportion of this type of
interaction in the adsorption process. In addition, hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding,
and electrostatic interactions (Fig. 3) [134] may participate in the binding of TC with BC. With
increasing pyrolysis temperature, BC polarity and thus the number of surface functional groups
taking part in hydrogen bonding are observed to decrease [126]. Therefore, an increase in
biomass pyrolysis temperature results into the reduction of hydrogen bonding contribution to
the adsorption of TC on BC. In turn, the presence of electrostatic interactions taking part in the
binding of the drug is strongly dependent on solution pH because BC surface charge is also pH
dependent. At pH < pHPZC (pH at point of zero charge), the BC surface is positively charged,
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whereas at pH > pHPZC, it is negatively charged. TC, on the other hand, is an amphoteric
molecule with three pKa values, i.e., at 3.3 < pH > 9.7, it has a positive or negative charge,
whereas at pH in the range of 3.3–7.7, the drug is a neutral molecule and does not interact with
the BC surface through electrostatic attraction/repulsion [130]. Similar results were obtained for
ciprofloxacin (CIP) with respect to Astragalus mongholicus-derived BCs. In this case, an
increase in pyrolysis temperature also resulted in higher adsorption parameters in relation to
CIP. Owing to the structure of the CIP molecule, the dominated adsorption mechanism was also
π-π EDA interactions. The presence of aromatic rings and electron acceptor atoms, i.e., fluorine
and nitrogen, in the CIP molecule (structure shown in Table 1) is conducive to the formation of
π-π EDA bonds with a BC surface rich in arene structures [135]. In relation to the adsorption of
CIP and doxycycline (DOX) onto BCs produced from rice straw at various temperatures (300,
500, and 700 °C), researchers have drawn similar conclusions regarding the adsorption
mechanisms (the dominance of π-π EDA bonding), and the effect of BC porosity (increasing
pyrolysis temperature increases BC porosity and hence drug adsorption). Furthermore, a
variation in adsorption capacity was observed depending on the compound tested. The
adsorption of DOX was higher than that of CIP, which resulted from differences in the
structures of the compounds. The DOX molecule is characterized by greater hydrophobicity
than CIP; hence, it exhibits a higher affinity for BC, which usually has a hydrophobic surface
[131].

The type of carrier gas used and access to oxygen are other pyrolysis parameters
affecting the properties and adsorption ability of a produced BC material [133,136]. Li et al.
[133] studied the effect of pyrolysis conditions, i.e., temperature (200, 400, 500, 600, 700, and

800 °C) and carrier gas composition (v/v air/N2 1:10 and 1:5), on the properties of BCs in the
context of their adsorption of TC and sulfadiazine (SD). An increase in temperature and the
addition of air to the nitrogen during pyrolysis developed greater porosity in the material. The
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proportion of mesopores in the produced BC increased particularly significantly (the pores had
expanded) [133]. Thus, a key parameter in the adsorption of larger mass/size molecules (such
as antibiotics) is to consider it in terms of the sorbent pore size to avoid the size-exclusion effect
[137]. The adsorption of TC and SD onto the BCs increased with increase in temperature and

increasing proportion of air in the carrier gas during BC preparation. Air (v/v air/N2 1:5)
addition during BC synthesis at 800 °C caused more than 30-fold and 32-fold increases in
adsorption for TC and SD, respectively, versus the BC produced in N2 alone. Similar to TC,
SD is an amphoteric molecule and its adsorption depends on solution pH. At a pH of 5, SD has
zero charge and its molecule is stable. Under these conditions, π-π EDA interactions mainly
participate in the adsorption. In the case of TC, apart from π-π interactions, hydrogen bonding
also takes part in the adsorption due to the presence of hydroxyl groups in the molecule
(structure shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3)[133]. Xie et al. [136] studied the adsorption of
sulfamethoxazole (SMX) and sulfapyridine (SPY) onto BCs produced from red pine at
temperatures of 400 °C and 500 °C. The process was carried out under aerobic conditions. The
adsorption capacities toward SMX and SPY were greater than those of the materials produced
at a higher temperature. It should be noted that an increase in temperature of only 100 °C
resulted in an over 10-fold increase in the adsorption capacity of both the antibiotics. However,
such a significant increase in adsorption capacity was not observed for BCs obtained through
anaerobic pyrolysis [136]. The greater adsorption onto BC produced at 500 °C was associated
with the higher degree of BC graphitization, whose increase contributes to enhanced π-π EDA
interactions with drug molecules [136].
3.2.1.2.

EFFECT OF FEEDSTOCK TYPE

Another parameter that may have a significant impact on antibiotic adsorption in the
context of BC use is the type of feedstock used to produce the BC. The chemical composition
including cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin of the original feedstock materials used for BC
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production primarily affects the pyrolysis yield as well as the elemental composition and ash
content of the material produced [119,138,139].
Liu et al. [140] studied the adsorption of the antibiotic lincomycin (LIN) onto BCs
derived from manure of various origins: bulls (BM–BC), dairy (DM–BC), and poultry (PM–
BC). PM−BC adsorbed 20% and 43% more LIN than did DM–BC and BM–BC, respectively.
Interestingly, PM–BC showed the highest Qmax (maximum adsorption capacity), with
simultaneously the lowest SBET. This BC was also characterized by the highest polarity (molar
ratio (O+N)/C for PM–BC = 0.4 vs. BM–BC = 0.15 and DM–BC = 0.13), and ash content (PM–
BC = 56% vs. BM–BC = 11% and DM–BC = 13%). This may suggest that the adsorption was
not determined by the porosity parameters of the BCs, such as the SBET, but by specific
adsorbate–adsorbent interactions. In the case of LIN, which does not have aromatic rings in its
structure (structure shown in Table 1), the adsorption mechanism may be based on electrostatic,
hydrogen, and dipole interactions. Therefore, the polarity of the BC and the presence of
functional groups on its surface are very important. Additionally, metal as exchangeable cations
(Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+) contained in the inorganic portion of BC may be involved in the binding
and complexation of molecules of this antibiotic.
Jang and Kan [134] found more varied results with respect to the feedstock used for BC
production. In the case of TC adsorption onto BCs derived from alfalfa (AF–BC) and
bermudagrass (BG–BC), TC adsorption capacity onto the former was 8.5 times higher than that
onto the latter. Both BCs had similar SBET values, but they differed significantly in their
aromaticity (H/C for AF–BC = 0.279 vs. BG–BC = 0.429), hydrophilicity (O/C for AF–BC =
0.112 vs. BG–BC = 0.268), and ash content (AF–BC = 31% vs. BG–BC = 12%) [134]. Similar
to the case for LIN, TC adsorption onto the BCs was dependent on the drug compound–BC
interactions. The high adsorption onto AF–BC was associated with the complexation of TC
functional groups by the ions present in the ash (including iron, calcium, and magnesium),
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although the adsorption also resulted from electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding
[134].

Zhang et al. [141] compared the adsorption of chlortetracycline (CTC) onto BCs
produced from corncob (BC–CC) and sugarcane bagasse (BC–SB). These BCs showed a large
difference in porosity. The SBET value for BC–SB was 85 times more than that for BC–CC. The
adsorbed CTC amount onto BC–SB was ~30% more that onto BC–SS; likewise, it depended
on solution pH due to the amphoteric structure of the CTC molecule. The Qmax values were
found in the pH range 4–5, at which the CTC molecule is not charged, i.e., where there were
no electrostatic interactions between the drug and the BC surface [141]. Under such conditions,
analogous to the case for TC (characterized by a similar molecular structure), one can expect
the dominance of π-π EDA interactions and the presence of hydrogen bonds [133,134].
In summary, antibiotic adsorption efficiency onto BC adsorbents is dependent on the
properties and chemical structure of the drug molecule as well as the adsorption process
conditions; however, it is primarily dependent on BC physicochemical properties. BC
properties are predominantly determined by the feedstock type used and pyrolysis temperature,
residence time and carrier gas. An increase in temperature and the presence of oxygen during
pyrolysis usually improves BC adsorption properties toward antibiotics. This is linked to the
higher degree of graphitization of the BC surface and elevated hydrophobicity, which cause
increased π-π interactions with aromatic drug molecules. Moreover, a high pyrolysis
temperature promotes SBET development and pore expansion (particularly in an oxygen
atmosphere) in BCs, which is important in the case where pore filling with the drug dominates.
The type of feedstock used for BC production impacts the process efficiency, chemical
composition, hydrophobicity/polarity, and ash content of BC produced. The above-mentioned
properties are of key importance in binding antibiotics through polar functional groups
(electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding) or complexation with metals occurring in the ash.
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To obtain an efficient and selective BC adsorbent, it is essential to select an appropriate
feedstocks and production conditions.

Table 2. Antibiotic adsorption capacities on pristine BCs derived from different feedstocks at
various conditions.

Where: SBET – the specific surface area determined from N2 sorption measurements according to the
BET equation, t – adsorption time, pH – adsorption pH, T – adsorption temperature, BC–adsorbent dose,
cant – initial antibiotic concentration, Qmax – the maximum adsorption capacity

3.2.2. ENGINEERED BCs
3.2.2.1.

MODIFIED BCs

Pristine BC-based adsorbents show unsatisfactory adsorption capacities for various
antibiotics (Table 2). This is usually associated with the lack of affinity between a drug and an
adsorbent, which is influenced by BC aromaticity, polarity, and the absence/presence of
required/not required surface functional groups. In systems where the adsorption mechanism is
based on pore filling, weak adsorption is due to low porosity parameter values including SBET,
Vp, and/or a too narrow pore diameter in relation to the size of the antibiotic molecule. To
improve the BCs properties, especially in the context of the adsorption of various compounds,
including antibiotics, BCs are subjected to modifications. The most general division of such
modifications is based on physical and chemical methods (Fig. 6). Table 3 contains data
concerning the adsorption of antibiotics using modified BCs.
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Fig. 6. Main changes in biochar properties resulting from various modifications.

3.2.2.1.1.

PHYSICAL MODIFICATION

Physical BC modification methods include: steam/gas activation (air, CO2), ball milling,
and microwave modification (also called microwave pyrolysis) [142,143]. The first two methods
belong to the so-called post-synthesis methods, wherein modification is carried out on
previously synthesized BCs. The third type of modification involves the use of microwaves as
a source of heating in the course of pyrolysis, during which BC is produced as a result of the
action of microwaves, modifying its structure and properties [142,143]. Essentially, the BC
structure pores is improved (increased SBET, Vp, and proportion of micro- and mesopores) as a
result of physical modifications, particularly in the case of gas modification. This is related to
the removal of trapped incomplete combustion products, degasification, and BC pore
unblocking being altered during the modification process [119]. The advantages of applying
these methods include their low-cost, purity (elimination of the product and reduced
environment contamination), and the potential for controlling the process [142].
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Rajapaksha et al. [144–146] investigated the effect of steam modification of BCs produced
from burcucumber (BBC) and tea waste (TBC) at 300 °C and 700 °C on the adsorption of
sulfamethazine (SMT). Adsorbents produced at 700 °C showed much higher porosity parameter
values (SBET, Vp) and Qmax for the tested antibiotic versus BCs obtained at 300 °C. Steam
modification of the materials resulted in decreased hydrophobicity with a simultaneous increase
in their polarity (a rise in % O) and the development of the SBET, with an increase in pore
diameter and volume. The SBET values for TBC (original = 342 m2/g) and TBC–S (steam
modified = 576 m2/g) were much higher than those for BCs derived from burcucumber (original
BBC = 2.3 m2/g and modified BBC–S = 7.1 m2/g) [144–146]. Adsorption capacity were much
higher for both BBC and BBC–S, as compared with the tea waste-derived materials. This was
due to the differences in the chemical composition and BC properties, to which the SMT
adsorption mechanism is linked. The largest variations were related to ash content (BBC = 44%
and BBC–S = 71% vs. TBC = 11% and TBC–S = 16%) and polarity (O/C molar ratio, BBC =
0.26 and BBC–S = 0.67 vs. TBC = 0.08 and TBC–S = 0.11). It is accepted that hydrophilic
groups including hydrogen bonding and electrostatic bonding and ash content (complexation
with metals) are dominant in the adsorption of SMT onto BCs. The latter parameter is
particularly important for materials with low porosity because the contribution of pore filling
with the adsorbate is lower (other drug binding mechanisms predominate). In the case of BCs
characterized by high porosity parameters, similar polarity, as well as a similar ash content and
composition (as in the case of TBC and TBC–S), it can be assumed that differences in porosity
determine the adsorption capacity. In the case of TBC–S, an increase in SBET from 342 to 576
m2/g, and a five-fold increase in Vp after modification resulted in a five-fold rise in SMT
adsorption compared with the original TBC. However, for BBC–S, which exhibited low
porosity after modification (SBET = 7.1 m2/g only), a less than two-fold increase in the
adsorption of the antibiotic was observed compared with the original BBC. SMT adsorption
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was dependent on solution pH, decreasing with increasing pH. The highest adsorption values
were found at a pH of 3, at which SMT occurs as a cation. This was related to the presence of
π-π+ EDA interactions between the protonated amine group found in the ring of the SMT
molecule and the electron-rich graphene rings on the BC surface (analogous mechanism of
interaction between BC and TC molecule is presented on Fig. 3) [144,145].
In another study on TC adsorption, thermal treatment in a stream of mixed air and nitrogen
was used to modify BC[147]. BC derived from Pinus radiata sawdust was heated at 700 °C
under nitrogen environment with an admixture of air at different flow rates. The presence of air
in the gas used for modification promoted SBET development and mesopore formation. An
increase in the number of oxygen functional groups on the BC was reported. It was also
observed that increasing the proportion of air in the gas mixture caused a simultaneous rise in
BC porosity and % O content, which led TC adsorption capacity to an enhancement. In BC
modified with using air supply, the sorption capacity was more than nine times higher than the
BC modified without air [147]. It can be inferred that for this type of material (high porosity),
the process of TC adsorption is related to the pore filling mechanism, which is also linked to
interactions involving oxygen functional groups, i.e., hydrogen bonding or electrostatic
interactions.
3.2.2.1.2.

CHEMICAL MODIFICATION

Chemical modification methods involve the action of chemical compounds, usually with
oxidizing/reducing properties, on pristine BCs (in the case of the post-synthesis method) which
can then undergo simple drying [48] or more advanced microwave treatment [148]. In the presynthesis method, a feedstock is subjected to the action of chemical compounds, and is
subsequently pyrolyzed [48]. Chemicals including H3PO4, H2SO4, HNO3, HCl, H2O2, and
KMnO4 are commonly used as oxidants in both pre- and post-synthesis methods. The action of
these types of reagents on BCs leads to oxidation of surface groups (hydroxyl and aldehyde
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groups) and the formation of carboxyl moieties capable of binding cations, as well as promoting
the development of SBET and microporosity [50,119,149]. The reducer (bases such as NaOH,
KOH, NH4OH) activity usually leads to a decline in the amount of hydroxyl functional groups
on the BC surface; as a consequence, hydrophilicity decreases and the porosity of the BC
modified using this method increases substantially owing to the removal of non-calcined
residues from the BC [119]. Unlike physical modifications, whose main purpose is to develop
the porosity of BCs, chemical modifications chiefly cause changes in the chemical nature of
BCs, especially in surface oxygen functional groups [50]. This type of modification is of special
significance in relation to antibiotics adsorption. However, in comparison with physical
methods, the application of chemical methods entails the need to use generally environmentally
unfriendly and sometimes costly chemical reagents.
Chen et al. [132] demonstrated that H3PO4 modification of BCs derived from rice straw and
swine manure increases the adsorption of TC. In both BC types, post-synthesis treatment with
acid resulted in an increase in SBET and Vp, with a reduction in the percentage contents of
oxygen and ash. The highest adsorption capacity for TC was observed for modified BC obtained
from manure (TC adsorption was 25% greater than that for pristine BC), which was attributable
to its higher SBET value and high hydrophobicity. It was confirmed that electrostatic
interactions, cation exchange, metal complexation, π-π EDA interactions, and hydrogen
bonding were responsible for the mechanism of TC adsorption onto pristine BC. However, after
acid modification (as a result of which, metal cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+) were removed), π-π
EDA interactions and hydrogen bonding were mainly responsible for the adsorption. The effect
of solution pH on TC adsorption was also investigated. The adsorption was observed to
significantly increase with increasing pH from 5 to 9, which was explained by the larger
contribution of electrostatic interactions to TC binding [132].
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Liu et al. [150] investigated the adsorption of TC onto rice husk BC modified with H2SO4
(BC–A) or KOH (BC–B). In comparison with pristine BC, the adsorption capacity toward TC
increased for both the modified materials: acid modification caused a 35% increase in TC
adsorption, whereas KOH modification proved to be more efficient, providing a 250% increase.
These variations were due to the different properties of the obtained adsorbents. BC subjected
to the action of the base (BC–B) had a two–three times higher SBET and Vp, a higher %C content,
the lowest %O content, and a significantly reduced ash content relative to pristine BC and acidmodified BC (BC–A). This indicates that the TC adsorption capacity was dependent on BC
porosity, and was also linked to the occurrence of π-π interactions of the TC molecule rings
with the graphene layers of the BC. The content of surface oxygen-containing functional groups
was also found to be of significance since they take part in the adsorption of TC through
hydrogen bonding [150].
Fan et al. [151] investigated the adsorption of chloramphenicol (CAP) onto bamboo-derived
BC as well as BC modified with H2SO4 (BC–A) and KOH (BC–B). BC–B exhibited the highest
adsorption capacity toward CAP (Qmax >3 times higher than that for pristine BC, and 1.6 times
higher than that for BC–A). This was related to the changes in chemical composition and the
functional group types in this BC. BC–B had the highest oxygen content as well as the highest
percentage of C=O surface groups and graphite structures compared with the other two BCs
(pristine BC and BC–A). Fourier transformed infrared (FT-IR) spectra confirmed the removal
of phenolic groups and the formation of lactone moieties during the modification. Acidmodified BC exhibited properties similar to those of pristine BC, apart from having the lowest
content of COO- groups. Chemical modification did not affect the structure and porosity of the
materials tested since all the BCs were characterized by a very low SBET value (< 1 m2/g). It can
therefore be concluded that CAP adsorption was not dependent on the material porosity but
rather on interactions between CAP and the surface groups. The presence of electron–
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donor/acceptor functional groups in the CAP molecule (structure in Table 1) favors π-π EDA
interactions and hydrogen bonding, with base-modified BC containing the most oxygen
moieties [151].
In another study that involved pre-synthesis modification of sewage sludge-derived BC
using NaOH, the TC Qmax was found to increase more than four times. NaOH modification also
caused an over four-fold increase in SBET and micropore volume, as well as an eight-fold
increase in the Vp value of BC mesopores. In this case, the enhanced TC adsorption was
associated with an increase in porosity parameters and with the pore filling mechanism (and to
a lesser extent this was related to interactions with functional groups located on the BC surface).
The change in the BC chemical properties after modification, i.e., an increase in pH value and
oxygen content as well as a decrease in carbon and hydrogen contents, may have also increased
the contribution of π-π EDA interactions and/or hydrogen bonding between the TC molecule
and the BC after modification [152].
Jang et al. [153,154] studied the adsorption of TC and SMX onto chemically-modified BCs.
The process of post-synthesis modification involved mixing pristine BC (produced from Pinus
taeda at 300 °C) with NaOH before the sample was pyrolyzed again at 800 °C (BCB). In
comparison with pristine BC, NaOH-modified BC was characterized by a more developed pore
structure (SBET = 959.6 m2/g, Vp = 0.4 cm3/g for BCB vs. 1.4 m2/g and 0.008 cm3/g,
respectively, for BC), a higher carbon content (85.8% vs. 56.4%, respectively), and lower
oxygen and hydrogen contents, which resulted in its decreased polarity[153]. Despite this, the
number of surface oxygen functional groups in BCB was slightly increased. The effect of such
marked changes in the physicochemical properties of this BC after modification was a more
than nine-fold increase in its adsorption capacity toward TC, and a more than seven-fold
increase in the case of SMX, as compared with pristine BC. The adsorption of both TC and
SMX was dependent on solution pH, and was most effective at pH 6 and 4, respectively, for
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TC and SMX. At these values, the adsorbent surface and the molecules of these compounds
were neutral; hydrophobic interactions, π-π EDA interactions, and hydrogen bonding were
responsible for the binding of the drugs with the BC [153,154].
Jang at al. [155] studied the sorption of TC onto BCs produced from alfalfa at a temperature
of 300 °C. Three BCs were tested: pristine BC (BC), pristine BC carbonized at 800 °C (BC800), and pristine BC subjected to the action of NaOH and carbonized at 800 °C (BCB-800).
The best results for TC adsorption were obtained for BCB-800. The Qmax values determined for
BCB-800 were five and ten times greater than those for BC-800 and pristine BC, respectively.
Moreover, BCB-800 exhibited more than 1000 times higher SBET than that for pristine BC.
BCB-800 was also characterized by the lowest polarity as well as the highest aromaticity and
carbon content. The adsorption isotherms and the TC binding energies with the individual BCs
indicated different binding mechanisms depending on the BC type. In the case of pristine BC
and BC-800, the data showed that TC was bound through physisorption, whereas in the case of
BCB-800 it was bound via chemisorption [155].
Slightly different results regarding TC adsorption were obtained for BCs derived from
poplar sawdust and pyrolyzed at 300, 500 and 700 °C (BC-300, BC-500, and BC-700), and
subsequently modified with KOH (BCB-300, BCB-500, and BCB-700)[156]. The TC
adsorption capacity was increased only for BCB-300 (a four-fold rise in comparison with BC300), in spite of its very low porosity parameters. Modification under the other conditions
decreased the Qmax values by about 40% relative to pristine BC, despite the fact that these BCs
(BCB-500 and BCB-700) were characterized by much larger SBET and Vp than were found for
the pristine BC. This effect was attributable to differences in the surface oxygen functional
group contents between the materials tested. KOH was shown to cause an increase in the
number of acidic and basic oxygen functional groups only in the case of BCB-300. As far as
BCB-500 and BCB-700 were concerned, the numbers of these groups were observed to
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decrease in relation to pristine BC. Based on these observations, the authors found that for TC
adsorption onto BCB-300, the main role is played by hydroxyl moieties (–OH) or ionized
moieties (–O) on the BC acting as n-electron donors and interacting with the drug molecule
through n–π EDA interactions [156]. In the case of the other BCs, π-π EDA interactions,
hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonding, and pore filling were likely predominant,
particularly in the case of BCs produced at 700 °C, which were characterized by the highest
porosity parameters.
TC adsorption was also investigated on rice husk-derived BC modified with acid methanol
[157]. The use of an acidified alcohol solution causes esterification of carboxyl groups, thus

changing the properties of surface oxygen groups participating in the binding of the antibiotic
[158]. Modified BC was characterized by a reduced number of carbonyl functional groups and

an increased number of ester and hydroxyl groups (in comparison with pristine BC). A 25%
increase in the SBET of the BC was also recorded after acid methanol modification. Hydroxyl
groups (–OH) or ionized moieties (–O-) present on the BC surface can act as electron donors
promoting n–π EDA interactions with the TC molecule. adsorption phase (after 12 h), this
process was fast on the modified material, which resulted in an increase in TC adsorption
capacity by 46% versus pristine BC; however, adsorption equilibrium had been reached after
13 days, this difference was 17% [157].
Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) was also used to modify BC for antibiotic adsorption [159].
Using rape stalk for pyrolysis, Tan et al. [159] produced three types of pristine BC at 300, 450,
and 600 °C (BC-300, BC-450, and BC-600, respectively). These BCs were subsequently
modified by a post-synthesis method using 30% H2O2 (BCM-300, BCM-450, BCM-600). For
the pristine BCs, that produced at the lowest temperature exhibited the highest TC adsorption.
Interestingly, BC-300 had the lowest porosity parameters (SBET was 3.87 m2/g) relative to the
other BCs tested. The high TC adsorption onto this BC was explained by the presence of
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numerous functional groups on its surface and by residues of non-carbonized organic matter
that interacted with the TC. Nevertheless, in the case of the two other unmodified BCs, the
porosity parameter values rose substantially with increasing pyrolysis temperature (the SBET
value was 16 times higher for BC-600 than BC-450); however, the differences in Qmax were
less significant, i.e., about 23%. This suggests that in this treatment, adsorption was largely
dependent on the presence of functional groups. H2O2 modification did not markedly improve
the porosity of the materials. In the case of BCM-300 and BCM-450, a decrease in the porosity
parameters was even observed, which was probably related to the removal of organic matter
residues by H2O2. In the case of modified BCs produced at higher temperatures, the amount of
adsorbed TC increased by 30%, reaching a maximum for BCM-600. This arises from the
oxidative activity of H2O2, which causes an increase in the number of oxygen functional groups
participating in the adsorption of TC molecules through hydrogen bonding and π-π EDA
interactions [159].

Table 3. Antibiotic adsorption on modified BCs.

Where: SBET – the specific surface area determined from N2 sorption measurements according to the
BET equation, t – adsorption time, pH – adsorption pH, T – adsorption temperature, BC–adsorbent dose,
cant – initial antibiotic concentration, Qmax – the maximum adsorption capacity

3.2.2.2.

BIOCHAR COMPOSITES

Composites are the most complex BC group adsorbents used for the antibiotic removal.
According to the definition of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC),
a composite is a multicomponent material comprising multiple, different (non-gaseous) phase
domains in which at least one type of phase domain is a continuous phase, whereas in the case
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where one of the phases has nanoparticle dimensions, it is termed a nanocomposite [160]. Being
a continuous phase, BC can be combined with various components; most frequently, these are
metal oxides and hydroxides, clay minerals, carbon materials (carbon nanotubes (CNTs),
graphene, graphene oxide (GO), and polymers [50,161]. Generally, BC composites can be
produced in two ways, as in the case of modified BCs. In the first method, composite
components, not being a continuous phase, can be incorporated into a feedstock before
pyrolysis (pre-treatment) (e.g., saturation with metal salts), whereas in the second method,
composite components are added to the finished BC after pyrolysis (e.g., through precipitation
of oxides, impregnation with ready-made nanoparticles, and coatings) (post-treatment) [161].
An advantage of such approaches (which is at the same time the underlying idea of composites
based not only on BC but also on other matrices) is the fact that they combine the characteristics
of the initial components; therefore, the material obtained exhibits new qualities [162,163]. In
the case of BC composites, the BC matrix may be responsible for the hydrophobic nature of a
composite or the adsorption properties associated with high porosity, whereas the addition of,
e.g., clay minerals or metal oxides/hydroxides may increase the percentage of oxygen
functional groups in the final product, improving its polarity/hydrophilic nature. Finally,
entirely new properties can be passed to the derived composite, e.g., catalytic (TiO2) or
magnetic (iron compounds) properties. The addition of carbon materials (CNTs, GO) can
promote increased porosity and thermal resistance [161]. Obviously, it should be taken into
account that certain properties may also deteriorate, e.g., a reduction in porosity as a result of
physical blocking of pores owing to the incorporation of a new component [109]. Nevertheless,
owing to the possibility of the changing physicochemical properties and developing completely
new functionalities in BC composites, coupled with the simplicity of synthesis and the
multitude of components available, materials of this type have been tested in many studies for
the adsorption and removal of antibiotics from water in recent years (Table 4). Figure 7 presents
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the effects of the most frequently used additions (metal compounds, carbon materials, and clay
minerals) on the properties of produced BC composites used for the antibiotic removal.

Fig. 7. Effect of commonly used additives (metal compounds, carbon materials, and clay
minerals) on the properties of biochar-based composites.

3.2.2.2.1.

BIOCHAR–CLAY COMPOSITES
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Owing to their layered structure, high SBET, and high ion exchange capacity, clay minerals
(e.g., montmorillonite, kaolinite, and palygorskite) have huge potential to remove various
contaminant including dyes, heavy metals, and organic compounds [164,165]. Additionally,
they are abundantly available and low-cost materials. However, clay minerals are generally tiny
particles (often of the nano- order in one or more dimensions), which hinders their application,
e.g., in fixed-bed adsorption substrates [166]. Another limitation of using clay minerals in a
fixed-bed system is the poor water flowability of some clay minerals, especially in case of the
swellable 2:1 type (one alumina octahedron is sandwiched between two silica tetrahedral
structures) clay minerals such as montmorillonite [167,168]. Therefore, it seems advisable to
combine them in composites with other materials having a porous structure that can perform
the function of a support or host, e.g., polymers or BCs [166,169–172].
Premarathna et al. [173] used two clay minerals, montmorillonite (MMT) and red earth clay
(RE), and municipal solid waste to produce BC composites (via a pre-treatment method) [173].
The produced composites were termed BC–MMT and BC–RE, respectively, and were used
together with pristine BC for TC adsorption in a pH range of 3 to 9. The addition of both clay
minerals caused a nearly two-fold increase in the SBET of the obtained composites, which is an
evidence for the absence of pore blocking phenomenon after the incorporation of the porous
particles of the minerals into the BC. Nevertheless, the TC adsorption capacity did not differ
significantly between BC–RE and the pristine BC. It was demonstrated that TC is primarily
adsorbed via chemisorption, in which π-π interactions, hydrogen bonding, electrostatic
interactions, and ion exchange participate [173]. Adsorption was dependent on solution pH. For
BC–RE and pristine BC, the adsorption of TC was low at low pH values, which was a result of
electrostatic repulsion between positively charged (at this pH) TC molecules and the positively
charged surface of the adsorbents. The maximum values of TC adsorption onto the BCs were
obtained at a pH between 5 and 7, at which the drug molecule is neutral. The similar values of
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the TC adsorption capacities onto pristine BC and BC–RE are evidence that in the case of the
above-mentioned composite, the BC matrix is chiefly responsible for the adsorption, whereas
the presence of RE does not have a significant impact on the amount and mechanism of
adsorption. The composite with MMT exhibited a much larger (by about 20 times) TC
adsorption capacity compared with the other two materials. This was attributable to the layered
structure of MMT, which RE does not possess. The structure of MMT enabled intercalation of
the drug between the layers of the adsorbent, coupled with pore filling. For BC–MMT,
adsorption was also effective at low pH values (high Qmax at pH < 4). The authors [173] linked
this effect to the mechanism of ion exchange of positively charged ions of the drug with ions
(Na+, Ca2+) present between the layers of the clay mineral. For the other composite, the
contribution of ion exchange to the adsorption was much smaller owing to the different
chemical composition and low cation exchange capacity of RE clay.
Enhanced norfloxacin (NOR) sorption (a 140% increase) onto a BC–MMT composite as
compared with pristine BC was reported [174]. Owing to the composite high porosity values,
the adsorption mechanism was associated with pore filling. Hydrogen bonding and electrostatic
interactions also participated in the adsorption process, which was related to an increase in the
number of surface oxygen groups in the MMT-containing material and the amphoteric structure
of the NOR molecule. The highest adsorption occurred in solutions having pH between 5 and
11, at which values the drug molecule is neutral. The presence of Cu2+ ions and dissolved humic
acid in the solution reduced the adsorption of NOR as a result of competition.
Ashiq et al. [175] investigated the ciprofloxacin (CPX) adsorption onto a biocomposite
derived from municipal solid waste with the addition of bentonite clay. A 40% increase in CPX
adsorption onto the composite, as compared with pristine BC was reported [175]. This increase
was associated with the enhanced porosity of the adsorbent and the presence of electrostatic
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interactions between functional groups present on the composite surface and the CPX molecule,
as well as with the intercalation of CPX in the bentonite layers.

3.2.2.2.2.

BIOCHAR–CARBON COMPOSITES

Apart from the addition of clay minerals, combinations of BC with other carbon materials
(including graphene, GO, reduced GO and carbon nanotubes) are also used [50,176–178]. The
purpose of adding a carbon material to BC is to increase a composite’s SBET, mechanical
stability, or thermal resistance [175,177][174,176][173,175][172,174]. Additionally, the socalled grafting of the surface of added nanocarbons with functional groups (carboxyl, hydroxyl,
amine, fluorine ones, etc.) is commonly used in order to improve the adsorption properties of a
developed composite [180,181]. BC-carbon composites find applications in the removal of
various types of contaminants, e.g., heavy metals, PAHs, dyes, pesticides, and drugs
[176,177,182,183].

As far as antibiotics are concerned, studies to date have addressed composite materials
containing GO [183] and CNTs [184]. Huang et al. [183] investigated the adsorption of
sulfamethazine (SMT) onto BC derived from bamboo sawdust and its composite with the
addition of GO. The composite was obtained by pre-treatment (0.2 g GO:10 g feedstock ratio,
600 °C for 1 h in N2). It was characterized by more than double the SMT adsorption capacity
relative to pristine BC. The addition of GO increased the SBET and the amount of oxygen
functional groups on the composite surface by 90%, which was reflected in the increase in SMT
adsorption. SMT was shown to undergo chemisorption, with the greatest contribution of π-π
EDA interactions. Adsorption was investigated in solutions with different pHs and ionic
strengths. Antibiotic adsorption increased with decreasing solution ionic strength and was
highest for solutions in the pH range of 3 to 6, at which the SMT molecule is electrically neutral.
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The effect of chemical aging of the adsorbents (subjected to the action of a mixture of H2SO4
and HNO3) on their adsorption ability was also investigated. Aging increased SMT adsorption
by 30%, both for pristine BC and the BC–GO composite. This was associated with an increase
in the proportion of acidic functional groups, and an increase in the SBET of the materials, as
affected by the acids [183].
Inyang et al. [184] conducted a study on the adsorption of SMT onto BC composites with
CNTs. To prepare BC composites, hickory chips (HC) and sugarcane bagasse (SB) were used
in two pre-treatment options: (1) with a CNT suspension, or (2) with a CNT suspension
containing a surfactant (sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate; SDBS). Nanotube addition
significantly increased the SMT adsorption ability of both the HC and SB BCs. Maximum SMT
removal was achieved with the composites prepared in the presence of the surfactant, i.e., 86%
and 56%, respectively, for HC and SB. At the same time, the composites for which the highest
efficiency was obtained were characterized by the lowest pH, which is evidence of the high
contribution/better exposure of acidic groups that may have participated in the binding of SMT.
In both the case of the composites derived from SB and the CNT suspension, as well as with
the CNT suspension with SDBS addition, a more than 40-fold increase in SBET was found
relative to pristine BC–SB. A similar effect was not observed for the HC-based composites.
Investigation of the kinetics and isotherms of SMT adsorption onto the composites confirmed
the binding of the antibiotic via chemisorption, primarily through π-π EDA interactions. The
study also evaluated the Pb2+ impact on STM adsorption effectiveness. The adsorption
efficiency did not decrease, which may suggest that the Pb2+ adsorption mechanism onto the
tested BCs was different to that of SMT [184].

3.2.2.2.3.

BIOCHAR–METAL COMPOSITES
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Metals (Fe0, Ag0, Cu0, Ni0) and their compounds, usually oxides (MgO, MnO, Al2O3, Fe2O3,
CaO) and hydroxides (AlOOH, Mg(OH)2), are commonly used in the BC composites synthesis
[185–187]. BC modification with metal oxides/hydroxides is designed to increase the porosity,
and change the physicochemical properties of an obtained composite; in particular, by changing
the surface charge from negative (characteristic of BCs) to positive (characteristic of metal
oxides). This type of composite can find application in the adsorption of negatively charged
compounds from water, particularly oxyanions AsO43−, AsO33−, CrO42−, NO3−, and PO43−,
which are hazardous to health and the environment, and exhibit only weak affinity for pristine
BCs [186,188]. Moreover, these composites can successfully adsorb cations, e.g., heavy metals
Pb2+, Cu2+, As5+, and Cr6+. Adsorption results are sometimes much better than for pristine BCs
owing to the greater porosity parameters of the composites and the presence of functional
groups (mainly hydroxyl groups) capable of complexing ions [189,190]. The use of BCs support
improves the properties of incorporated metal compounds, increases dispersion, protects them
against oxidation, or as in the case of nZVI, increases the electron transfer ability [191]. BCs
can also serve as carriers and stabilizers of catalysts, e.g., aluminum compounds [Al2O3,
Al(OH)3, AlO(OH)] in the process of glucose isomerization to fructose in biorefineries [192],
or metals (Ni0, Fe0) catalyzing tar decomposition in biogas plants [185].
Yang159 et al. [193] studied the TC adsorption onto pristine BC derived from sewage sludge
and onto a composite (BC–Fe) made from sewage sludge and iron compounds. The feedstock
was impregnated with iron sulfate [Fe2(SO4)3] before pyrolysis (pre-treatment). X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis confirmed the presence of Fe2O3, Fe3O4, and FeS
in the composite. The composite prepared with the Fe2(SO4)3 addition was characterized by
higher hydrophilicity (O/C ratio) and porosity (a 55-fold increase in SBET and a 16-fold increase
in Vp), as compared with pristine BC. A consequence of the presence of iron compounds in the
composite was a 300% increase in TC adsorption capacity compared with unmodified BC. The
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study revealed that hydrogen bonding with Fe-O groups and metal complexation may have
made substantial contributions to the binding of TC in the BC–Fe material, as opposed to
pristine BC [193].
Zhou et. al [194] derived similar results and conclusions regarding TC adsorption for a
sawdust-based BC composite with the addition of zinc and iron chloride salts. The composite
materials with iron and zinc compounds showed an almost three-fold higher adsorption capacity
in relation to TC than did pristine BC. Moreover, the material produced by subjecting the
feedstock to the action of a mixture of both salts exhibited a four-fold increase in Qmax value
versus original BC [194].
Chen et al. [195] studied the effect of the type of synthesis of BC composites with iron
oxides on their adsorption ability towards TC and levofloxacin (LEV). The synthesis of the BC
composites involved impregnation of the feedstock with iron salt before pyrolysis (IP-BCFe)
(pre-treatment) or after pyrolysis (PI-BCFe) (post-treatment). The prepared composites differed
in their chemical composition and properties. The PI-BCFe composite was shown to contain
hydrated amorphous iron oxides, whereas crystalline γ-Fe2O3 was predominant in the IP-BCFe
composite. It was found [195] that the PI-BCFe composite, in spite of its lower SBET and iron
content, showed much higher values of Qmax for the drugs examined (by about 50% for TC and
400% for LEV) than the IP-BCFe composite. This resulted from the presence of numerous
hydroxyl moieties in PI-BCFe which participated in the adsorption. The adsorption mechanisms
revealed that (1) electrostatic attraction, (2) hydrogen bonding, (3) complexation, and
additionally in the case of LEV (4) F-replacement with –OH groups participated in the binding
of the drugs with the composites. Hydroxyl groups participated in the last three abovementioned mechanisms, which would explain the greater adsorption ability toward LEV.
Furthermore, the regeneration ability of both composites after five adsorption cycles was tested.
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The reduction in adsorption for both composites did not exceed 20%, as compared with the
newly obtained adsorbents, which confirmed their practical usefulness [195].
Composites derived from potato stems and leaves as well as from magnetic manganese
oxide (BC–FeMn) were tested as adsorbents of three antibiotics belonging to the quinolone
class, i.e., norfloxacin (NOR), ciprofloxacin (CIP), and enrofloxacin (ENR) [196]. Plant
biomass including potato stems and leaves was impregnated with a solution of FeCl3∙6H2O, and
subsequently dried and impregnated with a solution of KMnO4 before pyrolysis. The results
were compared with BC made only from potato stems and leaves. The obtained composite was
characterized by 1.5 times larger SBET, 2 times larger Vp, and a pHPZC that was lower by 3.3
units, as compared with the pristine BC. XPS analysis confirmed the presence of iron and
manganese oxides on the surface of BC–FeMn. In comparison with pristine BC, the BC
composite exhibited a higher adsorption capacity of 20 to 63% for all the antibiotics tested. The
adsorption increased in the following order: NOR < CIP < ENR. The observed variations in the
effect of modification on the adsorption of the individual antibiotics were due to the slightly
different structures and properties of the drug molecules. The authors suggest that the higher
porosity parameters and the presence of additional oxygen groups on the adsorbent surface
increased adsorption onto the composite relative to pristine BC. Oxygen groups originating
from the metal oxides and π-π interactions participated in the binding of the drug. The
adsorption of all the antibiotics increased with decreasing pH and ionic strength of the solution.
It was demonstrated that after three reuse cycles, BC–FeMn maintained almost 100% of the
original adsorption capacity toward all the antibiotics tested [196].
Another multicomponent BC-based calcined-Mg/Al layered double hydroxide composite
was used to investigate TC adsorption [197]. This study revealed that over twice the amount of
drug was adsorbed onto the composite than onto pristine BC. This was attributable to the
presence of numerous hydroxide and alkoxide groups in the composite structure, which
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participated in hydrogen bonding with the TC molecule. Moreover, electrostatic interactions
(dependent on solution pH) and π-π interactions were suggested among the mechanisms
responsible for binding TC to the composite. The TC adsorption capacity was shown to be
dependent on solution pH (Qmax was highest at pH 4), ionic strength (Qmax decreased with
increasing ionic strength), adsorbent dose (Qmax increased with increasing adsorbent), and
temperature (Qmax increased with increasing temperature). The achieved desorption efficiency
was 70%, whereas adsorption decreased with each successive reuse cycle. However, after five
cycles, adsorption remained higher than that found for pristine BC [197].
Using a post-treatment method, Heo et al. [198] prepared a magnetic composite composed
of BC and CuZnFe2O4 (BC–CZF). The composite’s efficiency in the removal of
sulfamethoxazole (SMX) from a solution was studied [198]. The composite was characterized
by a 65% higher SMX adsorption capacity compared with pristine BC. This was due to the
higher porosity parameters of the BC–CZF material than those of the original BC (SBET and Vp
were higher by about 2.5 times relative to pristine BC). Furthermore, the increase in SMX
adsorption onto the composite was linked to the adsorption mechanism. It was shown that
groups of metal-bound atoms, e.g., Me-O, participated in the binding of the antibiotic via
hydrogen bonding or complexation. The authors did not also exclude hydrophobic and π–π
EDA interactions originating from the BC structure from being important in the process of
SMX adsorption by the investigated BC composites. The usefulness and regeneration ability of
the produced composite were also tested. After four cycles, the adsorbent still showed a 90%
SMX adsorption performance compared with its value for the fresh composite.
The removal of antibiotics from the water using BC composites with the addition of metals
and their compounds can be carried out not only via adsorption but can also be linked to
composite’s catalytic properties, which lead to the degradation of an antibiotic. For example,
Zhang et al. [199] produced a composite consisting of BC coated with titanium oxide (BC–
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TiO2) as a photocatalyst for the degradation of SMX. This study investigated the simultaneous
adsorption and photocatalytic degradation of the antibiotic onto the produced composite. The
SMX adsorption capacity of the composite was 3.5 times lower than for the original BC. This
resulted from a decrease in the composite’s adsorption parameters. Following the incorporation
of TiO2 into the BC, the number of oxygen functional groups participating in the binding of the
drug was found to decrease. However, in spite of the BC’s reduced adsorption ability, the
efficiency of photocatalytic SMX degradation was observed to be higher for BC−TiO2 (91%)
than for pure titanium oxide (59%). A high degree of TiO2 dispersion in the composite was
confirmed. The use of a porous BC carrier prevented the agglomeration of TiO2 molecules,
which enhanced the photodegradation efficiency, thus preventing the recombination of
electrons (e−) and holes (h+). The composite’s performance was also investigated in the
presence of SO42−, Cl−, and NO3− ions in river water. The SMX degradation efficiency was
observed to decline (66%), which was explained by competition of the ions with the composite
surface and by inhibition of the photocatalysis as a result of the reaction of their •OH and (h+)
radicals. After five cycles, the SMX degradation performance remained unchanged (86%) [199].
In addition to photocatalytic processes promoting the degradation of antibiotics, such
compounds can also be degraded due to the action of free radicals formed with the participation
of oxidizing agents (e.g., oxygen (O2), sodium thiosulfate (Na2S2O3), or hydrogen peroxide
(H2O2)) as activators. Redox systems composed of metals and/or their oxides with an oxidant
are commonly used to generate free radicals. For instance, Fu et al. [200] tested a composite
consisting of BC and copper nanoparticles (BC–nCu) in the removal of TC from an aqueous
solution. Assessment of the removal of this antibiotic was performed both in the presence and
absence of H2O2 for the composite, as well as for pristine BC and copper nanoparticles (nCu)
for the purpose of comparison. In the systems without H2O2, the amounts of TC removed were
much lower than that in the systems with H2O2. In the case of the composite without H2O2
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addition, more than 30% of the drug was removed from the solution over 6 h, which can be
linked to the mechanism of adsorptive binding of TC onto BC–nCu. For BC–nCu, the study
found high adsorption parameter values (SBET = 135 m2/g, Vp = 0.1cm3/g), and confirmed the
presence of oxygen functional groups such as C-O, C=O, Cu-O, and–OH, which can participate
in the binding of the drug due to hydrogen, electrostatic, or π–π EDA interactions. The H2O2
addition caused a significant increase in the amount of TC removed. It was found that BC–nCu
with H2O2 resulted in 98% TC removal, whereas unmodified BC and nCu resulted in 31% and
48% removal, respectively. These observations confirm the oxidative mechanism of TC
degradation with the participation of formed hydroxyl free radicals. Cu performs the function
of an activator and participates in the degradation of H2O2 through redox reactions; hence, an
improved performance was observed for the materials containing this element. For the BC
composite, the highest percentage of TC removed may have resulted from the combination of
its adsorption properties and the high dispersion of Cu nanoparticles. These factors have an
effect on increasing active redox reaction sites. The results obtained for pristine BC not
containing nCu confirmed the occurrence of free radicals participating in electron transfer in
the BC. At the same time, these radicals can have contributed to enhanced TC degradation
performance in the case of the composite material [200].
A composite prepared from BC and nanoscale zero-valent iron (nZVI) was tested by Deng
et al. [201] for the purpose of oxidative degradation of SMT in the presence of hydrogen
peroxide (Fenton’s reaction). The study investigated SMT removal efficiency in the presence
and absence of H2O2 for three materials: pristine BC, the composite, and ZVI nanoparticles. In
the absence of H2O2 in the solution, most SMT was removed using pristine BC (31%) and the
composite (25%). In the case of ZVI nanoparticles, removal was just 7%. The higher values
found for the first two materials are related to the adsorption of SMT by pristine BC and the
BC composite. Pristine BC was characterized by the highest adsorption parameters, which
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yielded its highest SMT removal efficiency. In the case of the composite, which was
characterized by lower porosity than that of the pristine BC, the removal of SMT was probably
linked to the presence of oxygen functional groups, including those originating from the metal
and participating in the binding of the antibiotic. The addition of H2O2 to this system caused an
increase in the amount of SMT removed for all the materials tested. The achieved removal
levels were 37% for pristine BC, 74% for BC–nZVI, and 57% for the nanoparticles (nZVI).
Such a substantial increase in the case of the composite and nanoparticles (nZVI) is evidence
of the catalytic activity of iron nanoparticles and the activation of hydrogen peroxide in
Fenton’s reaction, leading to the generation of hydroxyl free radicals participating in the
degradation of the antibiotic. The improved results for pristine BC confirm its ability to activate
H2O2. In the composite material, BC performs the role of not only a catalyst carrier, preventing
the aggregation of its molecules (protecting it against passivation), but also of binding SMT
through adsorption and activation of H2O2. The researchers also determined the optimal
operating conditions for the composite, and verified its performance after regeneration. After
three cycles, the efficiency of SMT removal by BC–nZVI decreased by 38% owing to the loss
of the catalytic ability by the nZVI particles.
Nguyen et al. [202] conducted a study on the oxidative removal of TC using a composite
composed of BC and magnetite. Spent coffee grounds impregnated with iron chloride (III)
(FeCl3) were used to prepare the composite, whereas sodium thiosulfate (Na2S2O3) was applied
to generate reactive free radicals. Acting as a catalyst, the iron (III) present in the composite,
caused activation of the thiosulfate ions, which resulted in the generation of thiosulfate and
sulfate radicals (in an acidic environment) or hydroxyl radicals (in a basic environment).
Subsequently, these radicals participated in the degradation of TC. After optimization of the
process conditions, the authors [202] achieved TC degradation of 96%. A similar result was
obtained for a composite produced via post-synthesis of BC (derived from peanut shells) with
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an admixture of Cu-doped FeOOH clasts in relation to sodium thiosulfate [203]. The amount of
TC removed was the sum of two processes: adsorption and catalytic oxidation using the
thiosulfate. The researchers tested the composite’s regeneration ability; after five cycles, the
TC removal efficiency remained at a high level of 90%.
In summary, the use of engineered BCs is aimed to improve the efficiency of removal of
aqueous antibiotic residues. This is strictly dependent on the physicochemical properties of both
the adsorbent and the adsorbate (antibiotic) and the sorption conditions.
The physical modification usually leads to an improvement of the BC porous structure as
well as an increase of aromaticity/hydrophobicity. Hence, it can be successfully used in the BCdrug system, where the adsorption is based on the pore filling process, hydrophobic interactions,
and π – π interactions. However, when sorption is based on interactions involving polar
functional groups, such as the electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding, n – π EDA, usually
dependent on pH, physical modification is not sufficient. Thus, it is advisable to chemically
modify the BCs, leading mostly to increase the polarity by changes within surface functional
groups and biochar pHpzc value, as well as enlarge BCs porosity. That enables occurring the
above-mentioned BC-antibiotic interactions.
In the case of BC composites, the presence of an additional component may change the
properties and/or give completely new ones, influencing the process and mechanisms of
antibiotic adsorption and removal. Depending on the type of clay, its addition to the BC matrix
can increase porosity, change the surface charge, and provide oxygen polar functional groups
or cations. Hence, in addition to the typical adsorption mechanisms for BC, the contribution of
interactions involving polar groups or pore filing can be increasing. Additionally, the ion
exchange as well as drug intercalation between the clay layers can take place.
The combination of carbon nanomaterials with a biochar matrix usually results in an
increase of the porosity parameters, or in the case of GO, the introduction of oxygen functional
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groups. As a consequence, among the mechanisms responsible for the adsorption of antibiotics
on this type composites, the greatest contributors may be pore filing, interactions with oxygen
groups, as well as hydrophobic and π – π interactions resulting from the structure both carbon
materials.
Metal compounds present in biochar-metal composites are responsible for changing the
surface charge and provide functional groups, mainly oxygen. The electrostatic attraction,
hydrogen bonding, and metal complexation can be also distinguished. Furthermore, some metal
compounds exhibit photocatalytic/catalytic activity, so BC acts not only as an antibiotic
adsorbent but also as a carrier for such a catalyst. In the presence of an activator such as light
or a free radical generating oxidant, the antibiotic can be catalytically degraded.

Table 4. Antibiotic adsorption/degradation on biochar composites.

Where: SBET – the specific surface area determined from N2 sorption measurements according to the
BET equation, t – adsorption time, pH - adsorption pH, T –adsorption temperature, BC – adsorbent dose,
cant – initial antibiotic concentration, cH2O2 – H2O2 concentration, Qmax – the maximum adsorption
capacity, %removal – the maximum percentage of antibiotic removal

4. CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS IN ADSORPTIVE REMOVAL OF
ANTIBIOTICS RESIDUES BY BIOCHAR-BASED ADSORBENTS

4.1.

CHALLENGES

Based on the available information, it can be concluded that the potential of the
commercial application of BC materials for the removal of antibiotic residues is enormous.
Nonetheless, it should be taken into account that the research topic is new (this review primarily
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includes papers from the last several years); therefore, it is necessary to conduct research
designed to fill the research gaps and to expand the existing knowledge on the subject, which
will promote the practical applications of these materials. The most important challenges
include the following:

•

Study of antibiotic binding mechanisms depending on the antibiotic-adsorbent
system used, considering adsorption process conditions and the properties of the
BC, as dependent on its production conditions (temperature, gas, feedstock);

•

Synthesis of functionalized BC materials characterized by the highest possible
ability to remove antibiotics and/or “matched” to a particular type of
antibiotic/drug;

•

Study on biologically aged BCs and biologically modified BCs in consider
antibiotic and other environmental pollutants removal;

•

Monitoring of the consumption of specific groups of antibiotics and their associated
environmental contamination, which will help to focus research on the most
frequently found and/or hazardous drugs;

•

Economic analysis of the use of BC materials, taking into account their
production/modification costs and regeneration ability;

•

Estimation of environmental costs (carbon foot print, secondary pollution potential)
resulting from the production of BC materials using harmful chemical compounds
(BC composites and materials subjected to chemical modification);

•

Ecotoxicological analysis of BC materials before their application, including an
assessment of their introduction into the environment, which poses a potential
environmental risk;
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•

Taking account of matrix effects, particularly in complex environmental matrices
that are frequently contaminated with antibiotics, e.g., river water, liquid manure,
and municipal wastewater;

•

For BC production, the use of wastes (sewage sludge, agricultural and food wastes,
biogas digestate, etc.) that may be characterized by high contaminant binding
potential, and whose management will allow for their recycling;

•

Management of spent biochar-based adsorbents coupling with seeking the new
environment-friendly way of utilization and reuse exhausted adsorbents.

4.1.1. MANAGEMENT OF SPENT BIOCHAR-BASED ADSORBENTS
As with any adsorbent, spent biochar-based adsorbents provide a challenge, which needs
proper management. Depending on the cost of material, type of pollutants, spent (exhausted)
adsorbents are usually regenerated or became waste disposed of landfills and/or incinerated
[204,205]. As a result of adsorption, the contaminants are immobilized by the adsorbent, but
the process is usually reversible, especially in the case of physic-sorption. Hence, the disposal
of adsorbents with adsorbed pollutants in landfills carries the risk of environmental
contamination of soil, surface water, and groundwater and also generates additional cost [204].
The incineration of exhausted adsorbents leads to the release toxic gases, generates ash possibly
with hazardous constituents and also requires money [206]. Recovery and regeneration of the
adsorbent can reduce the cost and the amount of deposited waste. The thermal regeneration,
microwave irradiation regeneration, chemical regeneration with a solvent (organic or inorganic)
or supercritical fluid regeneration are the methods usually used in biochar regeneration[207].
However, in non-thermal methods, taking place in the solution, the adsorbate can desorb
without decomposing, so there is a further problem of its removal [205]. Hence, the new
approach to the regeneration of biochar is based on catalytic oxidation (e.g. Fenton reaction)
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leading to the degradation of the adsorbate [208]. The effectiveness of all of these methods
depends on many factors of which the most important are the type of adsorbent and interactions
between adsorbent and adsorbate (e.g. for chemisorption some regeneration processes are not
efficient) [204,209]. The regeneration by high temperature and chemicals impact the biochar
properties and change the structure and porosity of adsorbent, including the destruction of
functional groups, etc. This can lead to change sorption capacity and/or catalytic functionality
of adsorbent and in the consequence loss of their usefulness [201]. This is especially essential
for engineered BCs regeneration, which are mostly characterized by the presence of functional
groups or some additives like catalytic compounds in composites. Therefore, it is important to
have a case-by-case approach depending on the type of biochar-adsorbate system tested. An
interesting alternative of exhausted biochar utilization is the reuse of adsorbents with a bound
adsorbate in other various areas of life. Biochar-based adsorbents used for the removal of
phosphate ions can be used as a soil fertilizer [187,210]. Biochar with adsorbed trace metals,
which are also microelements, can be used as feed additives or catalysts [204]. Research shows
that BCs can be used in energy, e.g. as a solid fuel [211,212] or as an additive in the production
of biogas [213,214], hence the use of spent BCs-based adsorbent for this purposes seems to be
possible. However, there are no relevant data about this topic, which should be investigated
more deeply in near future.

4.2. ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS OF USE BIOCHARBASED ADSORBENTS
The use of BCs as adsorbents in the sorption of pollutants, as well as in the other life areas,
may have a positive economic aspect. As mentioned earlier, BCs can be used as "cheaper
replacements" for ACs due to the average lower cost of production ($ 350 - $ 1,200 per ton BCs
vs. $ 1,100 - $ 1,700 per ton ACs) [47]. In the case of biochar-based products, their price mostly
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depends on costs of: feedstocks (collection, transport, storage and pre-processing), pyrolysis,
storage and transport BCs [215]. For example, in 2013, the average world price of BCs was $
2,650 per ton, with the lowest value of $ 90 per ton in the Philippines and the highest in the UK
$ 8,850 per ton [216]. From an economic point of view, the cost-effectiveness of BCs
production is crucial. Some data reports that the net present value for biochar production in
Selangor showed positive results of economic feasibility of biochar, the total revenue from
biochar sale was $ 8,012 per year [217]. To reduce the cost of BCs, it is important to improve
and use the new production technologies and the selection of cheaper and more suitable
feedstocks [217]. Hence the economic advantage is the use of various types of waste including
yard waste, livestock, manures etc. as feedstock [216,217]. The use of waste products to
produce BCs provides also an environmental benefit. Moreover, it is in line with the current
trends of sustainable development and circular economy. In 2015, all United Nations members
adopted “The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development”[218]. One of the seventeen main
goals of the Agenda is to ensure responsible consumption and production through sustainable
waste management including their reduction, recycling and reuse [218]. However, it should be
considered the possible threats and limitations resulting from the use of these type of feedstocks.
Additionally, in the case of engineered BCs, an increase in production costs is possible due to
the used modifications and additional components. Regarding other environmental advantages,
carbon sequestration is equally essential, resulting in the mitigation of greenhouse gases (CO2
and CH4) emissions from feedstocks [207,219]. Data shows that storing carbon in BC limits the
emission of 0.1−0.3 billion tons of CO2 per year [220], which economically may result in a
reduction of cost for CO2 offset [221]. However the Kyoto Protocol under the United Nations
Framework on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is not eligible biochar soil addition for carbon
sequestration purpose [221]. Finally, with no doubt the use of biochar-based adsorbents to
remove water contaminants in water treatment affects a positive effect on the environment. It
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is essential to ensure the safety and reproducibility of the adsorbent application. Hence,
commonly used for water treatment ACs must meet specific standards depending on the
application, such as European EN 12915-1:2009 (Products used for the treatment of water
intended for human consumption) or EN 15799:2010 (Products used for the treatment of
swimming pool water) [222]. Due to the novelty approach of the application of biochar-based
adsorbents for water treatment, to date, there are no regulations regarding their commercial use.
For the most common and promising use of BCs, i.e. as fertilizer and soil additives, standards
and guidelines for the production and properties of BCs and recommended analytical methods
have been developed and issued by the International Biochar Initiative's, European Biochar
Certificate (Europe), The Biochar Quality Mandate (United Kingdom)[223]. Although the
guidelines of the European Union regarding the application of BCs in agriculture (soil) are not
clear and do not explicitly prohibit the use of BCs, some countries such as Switzerland, Italy,
Austria or Germany under their own legislation allow the application of BCs to soil [223].
Nevertheless, research and projects of the European Union like the REFERTIL (Reducing
mineral fertilizers and chemicals use in agriculture by recycling treated organic waste as
compost and bio-char products) project provide policy support for the European Commission
(DG Industry & Enterprise) in the novelization of the Fertilizer Regulation (Reg. EC No
2003/2003), and the possible application of biochar as organic fertilizer and soil additive [224].
Expanding the knowledge about BCs, give new possibilities of its application and increase its
economic importance. What can ultimately influencing the policy regarding its local or even
global use. On the other hand, legislation and politics can both stimulate or inhibit the
development of research in the field it covers.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Natural environment contamination with antibiotics creates many potential threats to the
health and life of organisms. Global consumption of such drugs increases year on year, which
only aggravates the problem and increases the scale of contamination. Therefore, the best
possible methods and/or materials designed to eliminate antibiotic residues from the
environment are sought. Results demonstrate that BC-based adsorbents, i.e., pristine BCs
produced under different conditions, physically and chemically modified BCs, and BC
composites, can be effective in removing antibiotics. Their mode of action can be based on
adsorption or the combination of adsorption with catalytic oxidation, leading to degradation of
the antibiotics. The type and efficiency of a specific process depends on many factors,
predominantly on the composition and physicochemical properties of the adsorbent and
antibiotic, as well as on the application conditions. All of these factors determine the
mechanisms involved in the adsorption process. In the case of adsorbates/antibiotics with an
aromatic structure and in the presence of functional groups having the nature of electron
donors–acceptors, π-π EDA interactions with the BC surface and hydrophobic interactions are
predominant. The presence of functional groups capable of dissociation promotes the formation
of electrostatic interactions dependent on environment pH, whereas groups containing
hydrogen atoms and/or electronegative atoms having free electron pairs participate in hydrogen
bonding. The manner in which an antibiotic becomes bound to the surface of a BC adsorbent
depends on the presence of functional groups, pHpzc, and the degree of graphitization of the BC.
Additionally, an adsorbate can be bound/trapped as a result of pore filling in the BC/composite
or complexation with metals present in the composite, ash, or non-carbonized residues. Despite
the fact that the adsorption of a particular antibiotic is specific for a given BC material, there
are common relationships and mechanisms involved in this process, as demonstrated in this
review. Therefore, it is of key importance to conduct further research aimed at identifying the
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binding mechanisms for various antibiotics. On the basis of such knowledge, it will be possible
to “match” as best as possible an adsorbent with an antibiotic, and to create so-called “tailored”
materials with enhanced performance. Furthermore, most of the adsorption studies were
restricted to lab only. Results are not available if these materials will be successful in presence
of many ions. Life cycle assessment is also recommended. Thus, research designed to optimize
adsorption conditions, complemented using environmental samples as well as economic and
ecotoxicological analysis, is particularly important in this area. Performance demonstrations of
BC materials in removing antibiotic contaminants under real world contamination conditions
are also a need of the hour.
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Table 1 Classification of antibiotics according to chemical structure, including examples of compounds (structure figures are taken from
ChemSpider http://www.chemspider.com) and mechanisms of action [5,13,15,57,60–62].
Class

Year

Example of compound

Mechanism of action

introduced
Gentamicin
Inhibition of protein synthesis
Aminoglycosides

1946

Penicillin G

Penicillins

1938

Inhibition of cell wall synthesis

Cefpodoxime

Cephalosporin

1970

Inhibition of cell wall synthesis

β-Lactams

Aztreonam

Monobactams

1981

Inhibition of cell wall synthesis
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Meropenem
Inhibition of cell wall synthesis
Carbapenems

1985

Chloramphenicol

Inhibition of protein synthesis
Chloramphenicols

1948

Vancomycin

Inhibition of cell wall synthesis
Glycopeptides

1958

75

Lincomycin

Lincosamides

Inhibition of protein synthesis

1952

Erythromycin

Inhibition of protein synthesis
Macrolides/

1951/

Ketolides

2007

/Telithromycin

76

Metronidazole
Inhibition of nucleic acid synthesis
Nitroimidazole

1960

Linezolid
Oxazolidinones

Inhibition of protein synthesis

2000

Colistin
Breaking up the cell membrane
Polymyxins

1959

Rifampicin
Inhibition of nucleic acids synthesis
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Rifamycins

1958

Sulfadimidine
Sulphonamides

1936

Blockage of folic acid metabolism

Tetracycline
Inhibition of protein synthesis
Tetracyclines

1952

Ciprofloxacin
Inhibition of nucleic acid synthesis
Quinolones

1968
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Table 2. Antibiotic adsorption capacities on pristine BCs derived from different feedstocks at various conditions.
Biochar

Pyrolysis conditions

SBET

feedstock

temp. (time), gas

(m2/g)

Red pine

400 °C (2h),

101.0

aerobic pyrolysis
500 °C (2h),

Antibiotic

Adsorption

Reference

Xie et al. [136]

conditions
Sulfamethoxazole (SMX)

t=72h, pH=6, T=RT,

1.9 SMX

Sulfapyridine (SPY)

BC=10-15 mg/L

1.5 SPY

328.0

22.8 SMX

aerobic pyrolysis

Rice straw

Qmax(mg/g)

21.2 SPY

400 °C (2h),

6.7

600 °C (2h),

21.7

Tetracycline (TC)

t=72h, pH=5, T=25 °C,

8.3

BC=3 g/L, cant=32 mg /L

14.2

Chen et al. [132]

oxygen limited
Swine manure

400 °C (2h),

5.2

6.5

600 °C (2h),

10.6

8.1

oxygen limited

Astragalus
mongholicus

200 °C (5h),

-

Ciprofloxacin (CIP)

oxygen limited
400 °C (5h),

t=12h, T=25 °C,

5

BC=2 g/L, cant=100 mg/L

[135]

-

4

-

20

-

25

-

35

oxygen limited
500 °C (5h),
oxygen limited
600 °C (5h),
oxygen limited
700 °C (5h),
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Shang

et

al.

oxygen limited
800 °C (5h),

176.0

38

oxygen limited
Bull manure

600 °C, N2

250.0

Lincomycin (LIN)

t=48h, pH=10, T=25 °C,

0.30

Liu et al. [140]

BC=1 g/L, cant=1 mg/L

Dairy manure

600 °C, N2

229.0

0.37

Poultry manure

600 °C, N2

37.0

0.43

Pinewood

600 °C (3h), N2

337.0

Pinus radiata
600 °C (3h),

Tetracycline (TC)

t=48h, T=25 °C,

TC 5.53

Sulfadiazine (SD)

BC=0.08-0.5 g/L, cant=6-48 mg/L

SD 1.27

391.0

TC 6.42

Air:N2 1:5
700 °C (3h), N2

SD 2.20
369.0

TC 7.38
SD 2.84

700 °C (3h),

454.0

TC 17.5

Air:N2 1:10
700 °C (3h),

SD 9.32
541.0

TC 101

Air:N2 1:5

800 °C (3h), N2

SD 123

431.0

TC 8.66
SD 4.94

800 °C (3h),

483.0

TC 26.6

Air:N2 1:10
800 °C (3h),

SD 11.4
738.0

TC 261

Air:N2 1:5

SD 163
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Li et al. [133]

Alfalfa Medicago sativa L.

500 °C (0.5h), N2

31.1

Tetracycline (TC)

t=5d, pH=5, T=25 °C,

372.31

BC=0.1 g/L, cant=10-100 mg/L
Bermudagrass Cynodon dactylon

500 °C (0.5h), N2

34.7

Waste Auricularia auricula dregs

300 °C (2h), N2

2.6

Jang

&

Kan

[134]
44.24

Tetracycline (TC)

t=12h, T=RT,

7.22

Dai et al. [130]

BC=0.8-4 g/L, cant=10-25 mg/L
500 °C (2h), N2

19.0

9.90

700 °C (2h), N2

46.6

11.90

300 °C (2h),

2.5

500 °C (2h),

10.2

8756

700 °C (2h),

27.7

14157

500 °C (24h),

2.9

t=24h, T=25 °C,
Rice straw

Tetracycline (TC)

BC=3 g/L, cant=0.5-32 mg/L

4136

Wang

et

al.

et

al.

[129]

Corn cob

Chlortetracycline (CTC)

oxygen limited

Sugarcane bagasse

500 °C (24h),

t=24h, pH=5, T=25 °C,

12.39

BC=10 g/L, cant=200 mg /L

248.1

Zhang
[141]

16.96

oxygen limited

Where: SBET – the specific surface area determined from N2 sorption measurements according to the BET equation, t – adsorption time, pH – adsorption pH, T
– adsorption temperature, BC–adsorbent dose, cant – initial antibiotic concentration, Qmax – the maximum adsorption capacity
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Table 3. Antibiotic adsorption on modified BCs.
Biochar

Pyrolysis

feedstock

conditions

Sorbents/

SBET

Modificated sorbents

(m2/g)

Antibiotic

Pristine BC

2.3

Sulfamethazine

Steam activated BC

7.1

(SMT)

Pristine BC

342.2

Sulfamethazine

Steam activated BC

576.1

Adsorption condition

Qmax

Reference

(mg/g)

temp. (time), gas
t=72h, pH=3, T=25 °C,
Burcucumber

700

°C

(2h),

Sicyos

oxygen limited

angulatus L.

Tea waste

20.56

Rajapaksha et al.

37.73

[145]

t=72h, pH=3, T=25 °C,

7.12

Rajapaksha et al.

(SMT)

BC=1 g/L, cant=2.5-50 mg/L,

33.81

[144]

Tetracycline (TC)

t=48h, pH=6.8, T=25 °C,

BC=1 g/L, cant=2.5-50 mg/L,

(5 mL/min, 45 min, 700 °C)

700

°C

(2h),

oxygen limited

(5 mL/min, 45 min, 700 °C)

Pinus

Radiata

400 °C (2h), N2

sawdust

Air activated BCs
(3 h, 700 °C),

Zhu et al. [147]

BC=1 g/L, cant=25-500 mg/L,

N2 200ml/min+air flux ml/min:

Rice straw

700

°C

(2h),

oxygen limited

0

359.0

10.4

30

457.0

55.3

50

587.0

90.4

70

601.0

96.1

Pristine BC

369.3

Post-synthesis modif. BCs by immersion

372.2

Tetracycline (TC)

t=216h, T=25 °C,

150.2

BC=0.16-0.33 g/L, cant=120mg/L

166.3

Chen et al. [132]

(24 h, 25 °C) in 14% H3PO4
Swine manure

Rice-husk

500-550 °C

Pristine BC

227.6

127.8

Modified

319.0

159.7

Pristine BC

34.4

Tetracycline (TC)
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T=30 °C,

16.95

Liu et al. [150]

Post-synthesis modif. by stirring

BC=5 g/L, cant=0.5-1g/L

(1h, 60-70 °C) in

Bamboo

450 °C

10% H2SO4 (v/v)

46.8

23.26

3 mol/L KOH

117.8

58.82

Pristine BC

<1

Post-synthesis modif. by stirring

Chloramphenicol

t=0.5h, T=25 °C,

(CAP)

BC=8 g/L, cant=20 mg/L

0.6

Fan et al. [151]

(6h, 60 °C) in

Treatment plant

700 °C

sludge

10% H2SO4(v/v)

<1

1.5

10% KOH

<1

2.5

Pristine BC

31.4

Pre-synthesis

modif.

impregantion

Tetracycline (TC)

t=8d, T=25 °C

302

Gómez-Pacheco et

1248

al. [152]

t=3d, pH=6, T=20 °C,

29.42

Jang at al. [153]

BC=0.1 g/L, cant=10-100 mg/L,

274.81

134.0

sludge in NaOH (50g/100g w/w)
Pinus taeda

Alfalfa hays

300 °C, N2

300 °C, N2

Pristine BC

1.4

Post-synthesis modif. by mixing BC with

959.9

Tetracycline (TC)

4M NaOH solution for 2 h and

Sulfamethoxazole

t=5d, pH=5, T=20 °C,

58.91

carbonized (800 °C, 2 h)

(SMX)

BC=0.1 g/, cant=10-100 mg/L,

437.36

Tetracycline (TC)

t=5d, pH=5, T=20 °C,

30.70

BC=0.1 g/L cant=10-100 mg/L,

55.62

Pristine BC

0.7

Pristine BC carbonized at 800 °C for 2 h

50.6

Post-synthesis modif. by mixing BC with

796.5

302.37

4M NaOH solution for 2 h and
carbonizated (800 °C, 2 h)
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Jang et al. [154]

Jang at al. [155]

Poplar sawdust

300 °C (6h)

Pristine BC

-

Post-synthesis modif. by stirring

1.6

Tetracycline (TC)

t=72h, T=25 °C,

4.3

cant=10-90 mg/L

21.17

Huang et al. [156]

(5 h, 65 °C) in 2M KOH
500 °C (6h)

700 °C (6h)

Rice-husk

Rape stalk

500-550

°C,

12.3

7.37

106.8

4.97

111.4

11.63

337.8

7.13

Pristine BC

51.7

oxygen limited

Post-synthesis modif. with acid MeOH

66.0

300 °C (4h) N2

Pristine BC

3.9

Post-synthesis modif. by stirring (24 h,

1.8

Tetracycline (TC)

Tetracycline (TC)

t=312h, T=20 °C,

81

BC=1 g/L, cant=100mg/L

95

t=48d, T=25 °C,

35.9

BC=0.1 g/L cant=1-15 mg/L,

34.0

Jing et al. [157]

Tan et al. [159]

25 °C) in 30% H2O2
450 °C (4h) N2

600 °C (4h) N2

6.8

26.33

4.2

32.83

112.4

32.0

117.1

42.45

Where: SBET – the specific surface area determined from N2 sorption measurements according to the BET equation, t – adsorption time, pH – adsorption pH, T
– adsorption temperature, BC–adsorbent dose, cant – initial antibiotic concentration, Qmax – the maximum adsorption capacity
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Table 4. Antibiotic adsorption/degradation on biochar composites.

Biochar

Composite preparation

Sorbent

SBET

Antibiotic

(m2/g)

feedstock

Adsorption/

Qmax(mg/g)

degradation condition

or

Reference

%removal
Municipal

solid

waste

Pre-treatment

biomass

clays

with

suspension:

Montmorillonite (MMT) and

Pristine BC

4.3

BC-MMT

8.7

BC-RE

8.4

Pristine BC

20.1

BC-MMT

112.6

Tetracycline (TC)

t=12h, pH=3-9

3.9

Premarathna et al.

BC=2 g/L, cant=20 mg/L,

4.2

[173]

77.9

Red earth clay (RE)
Pyrolysis (500 °C, 0.5 h)
Wheat straw

Pre-treatment

biomass

with

Montmorillonite suspension

Norfloxacin (NOR)

Pyrolysis (400 °C, 6 h)

Municipal

solid

waste

Pre-treatment
Bentonite

biomass

(BT)

Pre-treatment

with

suspension

Graphene

biomass
oxide

10.6

BC=1.25 g/L,

25.5

Zhang et al. [174]

cant=10 mg/L,

Pristine BC

167.6

BC-BT

286.6

Ciprofloxacin (CPX)

Pyrolysis (450 °C, 0.5 h)

Bamboo sawdust

t=48h, pH=3-11, T=25 °C,

t=12h, pH=6-7,T=25 °C,

114.0

BC=1 g/L,

190.0

Ashiq et al. [175]

cant=10-250 mg/L,

with
(GO)

Pristine BC

184.9

BC-GO

348.2

Sulfamethazine (SMT)

suspension

85

t=48h, pH=3-9,T=25 °C,

3.0

BC=1 g/L, cant=10 g/L,

6.5

Huang et al. [183]

Pyrolysis (600 °C, 1 h, N2)

Hickory
chips (HC)

Pre-treatment biomass (HC/SB)

Pristine BC-HC

289

with carbon nanotubes CNTs

BC-HC-CNT

352.0

suspension

BC-HC-CNTS

359.0

86%

and

Surfactant

Sulfapyridine (SPY)

t=24h, pH=6-7, T=RT,

8%

BC=0.4 g/L, cant=120mg/L

60%

Inyang et al. [184]

(SDBS)+CNTs suspension
Pyrolysis (600 °C, 1 h, N2)
Pristine BC-SB

9.3

10%

Sugarcane bagasse

BC-SB-CNT

390.0

47%

(SB)

BC-SB-CNTS

336.0

56%

Pristine BC

2.3

BC-Fe

126.7

Pristine BC

-

ZnCl2 and FeCl3 *6H2O and

BC-Zn

-

their mixture

BC-Fe

-

62.0

Pyrolysis (600 °C, 2 h, N2)

BC-Zn/Fe

-

85.0

(1) Pre-treatment biomass by

IP-BCFe

112.5

impregnation with FeCl3*6H2O

PI-BCFe

94.9

Treatment
sludge

plant

Pre-treatment

biomass

with

Fe2(SO4)3 0.5 (m/m)

Tetracycline (TC)

T=25 °C, pH=6

13.4

BC=2 g/L, cant=100 mg/L

40.8

T=25 °C, pH=6

18.0

BC=1 g/L, cant=120mg/L

60.0

Yang et al. [193]

Pyrolysis (750 °C, 2 h, oxygen
limited)
Sawdust

Corn husk

Pre-treatment

biomass

with

Tetracycline (TC)

Tetracycline (TC)

Pyrolysis (300 °C, 1 h, N2)
(IP-BCFe )

t=24h, T=30 °C,

102.0

BC=0.8 g/L, 266 mg/L TC;

149.1

cant=200g/L LEV
Levofloxacin (LEV)

56.6
273.7

(2) Pyrolysis and post-treatment
BC with FeCl3 *6H2O
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Zhou et al. [194]

Chen et al. [195]

(PI-BCFe)

Potato stems and

First

pre-treatment

biomass

leaves

with FeCl3 *6H2O and second

Pristine BC

99.4

BC-MnFe

252.0

impregnation with KMnO4

Norfloxacin (NOR),

t=24h, pH=3, T=35 °C,

5.8

BC=2 g/L, cant=2-16mg/L

6.9

Ciprofloxacin (CIP),

Li et al. [196]

5.8

Pyrolysis (500 °C, 0.5 h,

8.4

oxygen limited)

Enrofloxacin (ENR)

4.4
7.2

Bagasse

Pre-treatment biomass with the
Mg/Al solution (0.01 mol

Al3+

Pristine BC

-

BC-Mg/Al

-

Tetracycline (TC)

and 0.03 mol Mg2+), then with

t=24h, pH=4, T=25°C,

62.0

BC=0.67 g/L,

125.0

Tan et al. [197]

cant=100mg/L

mixture of NaOH with Na2CO3
Pyrolysis (475 °C, 2 h, oxygen
limited)
Bamboo

Biochar pyrolysis

Pristine BC

24.6

Sulfamethoxazole

t=24h, pH=3-9, T=RT

128.2

(550 °C, 1 h, Ar)

BC-CZF

61.5

(SMX)

BC=0.2 g/L,

212.8

Post-treatment

biochar

Heo et al. [198]

cant=1-80mg/L

impregnation with suspension
of CuO, Fe2O3, ZnO followed
by hydrothermal treated (550 °
C, 1h, Ar)
Reed straw

Biochar pyrolysis (500 °C, 6 h)

BCA

221.3

Sulfamethoxazole

Adsorption

23.3 BCA

and treatment with HCl

BCA-TiO2

102.2

(SMX)

t=24h, pH=4, T=25°C

6.6 BCA-TiO2

Post-treatment

TiO2

0.40

TiO2

by

introduction

sol-gel

BC=1.2 g/L,

method

cant=5-30mg/L

followed by calcination
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Zhang et al. [199]

at 300 ° C

Solid

digestate,

Photocatalytic degradation
58.5% TiO2

t=30 min, pH=4, T=25°C

91.3%

BC=0.2 g/L, cant=10mg/L

TiO2

Degradation without H2O2

8.5%
31.5%

Biochar pyrolysis

Pristine BC

37.5

from

(500 °C, 2 h, N2 )

BC-nCu

135.4

t=6h,

rice straw

Post-treatment

nCu

-

cant=200mg/L

6.5%

followed by reduction with

With H2O2

31.2%

NaBH4

cH2O2=20 mM

97.8%

biochar

Tetracycline (TC)

UV irradiation

BC=0.5

g/L,

BCA-

Fu et al. [200]

impregnation with CuCl2*2H2O

48.3%
Cornstalk

Biochar pyrolysis

Pristine BC

64.8

(700 °C, 2 h, N2 )

BC-nZVI
nZVI

Post-treatment

biochar

Sulfamethazine (SMT)

Degradation without H2O2

30.8%

35.2

T=20°C

25.0%

23.6

t=12 h

6.8%

impregnation with FeCl3*6H2O

Deng et al. [201]

BC=30 g/L, cant=10mg/L

followed by reduction with
NaBH4

With H2O2

36.8%

cH2O2=20 mM

74.0%
57.0%

Where: SBET – the specific surface area determined from N2 sorption measurements according to the BET equation, t – adsorption time, pH –adsorption pH, T –
adsorption temperature, BC – adsorbent dose, cant –initial antibiotic concentration, cH2O2 – H2O2 concentration, Qmax – the maximum adsorption capacity,
%removal – the maximum percentage of antibiotic removal
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